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PREFACE
 

The NASA Technology Applications Team at SRI has been active in
 
the NASA Technology Transfer Program for several years. The objectives
 
of the program are to transfer aerospace technology to the solution of
 
important technological problems in public transportation, to implement
 
and continuously refine appropriate methods of ensuring successful
 
transfers, and to provide visibility for program activities
4
 

This analysis of the market for compressed television transmission
 
technology was conducted as part of the SRI Team's highway effort.
 
Mrs. Ruth Lizak is responsible for all program activities that relate
 
to state and local highway problems.
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I INTRODUCTION
 

Traffic flow enhancement has been an objective of highway engineers
 
for many years and the reason for most highway construction. As highway
 
traffic increased, roadways were widened or new highways were built.
 
Today, however, these methods of traffic flow enhancement may not be pos

sible due to limited financial resources for transportation investments,
 
the increased costs of highway construction, the unavailability of land,
 
and public concern about air quality.
 

Traffic delays caused by random events are referred to as temporary
 
hazards or incidents. The effect of these incidents usually is the
 
blocking of a lane or lanes on a highway, thereby creating a traffic
 
bottleneck. The magnitude of this problem can be seen in Figure 1. The
 
number of vehicles that accumulate upstream of the bottleneck depends
 
on the duration of each congestion.
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and vehicles will accumulate upstream of the bottleneck. The amount of delay is represented 
by the shaded area. 

SOURCE: Transportation Research Beard, "Freeway Traffic Management," September 1979 

FIGURE 1 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEMAND, CAPACITY, AND CONGESTION 

All references are listed at the end of the report.
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The highway researcher has responded to this need for alternative
 
means of alleviating highway traffic congestion by developing traffic
 
surveillance and control systems. To date, these systems have relied
 
primarily on two basic elements: (1) entrance ramp metering that regu
lates the rate of traffic flow onto the highway, and (2) incident detec
tion and management that eliminates the lengthy traffic stoppage or near
 
stoppage by rapidly detecting and removing the cause (e.g., the disabled
 
vehicle, spilled load, or traffic accident).
 

Traffic surveillance and control systems were first tested about
 
20 years ago. The first systems relied heavily on loop detectors that
 
consist of permanent magnets and imbedded coils. (A set of magnets is
 
arranged such that a unique pattern of voltage is induced in a coil within
 
the roadway. Passage of a vehicle interrupts the flow of current.)
 
Advantages of such systems included simplicity and passivity; their
 
primary disadvantage was the inability to transmit specific information
 
about the cause of the congestion.
 

Later systems added television cameras and broadband coaxial cables
 
to verify loop-detected problems and identify their causes. However,
 
the cost for coaxial cable was, and still is, high. Telephone lines
 
were considered for low-cost communication linkage, but the requisite
 
compressed television images lacked clarity. Compression of images is
 
necessary for telephone lines due to the small bandwidth of the lines.
 

Most recently, the Maryland Department of Transportation (DOT)
 
began plans for a television-based traffic surveillance and control
 
system for the Baltimore Beltway. Television imagery will be transmitted
 
over telephone lines. The imagery would be compressed, however, with
 
NASA-developed technology to ensure clarity. NASA-developed error pro
tection would ensure reliability. Highly sophisticated compressed tele
vision transmission (CTT) is positionally constructed. If the image is
 
out of synchronization, it loses its place, and thus it needs error
 
protection (e.g., NASA's powerful channel coding techniques developed
 
for the Jupiter mission).
 

This report describes NASA's CTT technology and considers its
 
potential market; a market that encompasses teleconferencing, remote
 
medical diagnosis, patient monitoring, transit station surveillance,
 
as well as traffic management and control. In addition, current and
 
(other) potential television transmission systems and their costs and
 
potential manufacturers are considered.
 

The market analysis was conducted at the request of the Director
 
of NASA's Technology Transfer Division. The purpose of the analysis
 
was to assess the transferability of this NASA technology.
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II CURRENT AND PROPOSED TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
 
AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES UNDER DEVELOPMENT
 

The first traffic surveillance and control systems were installed
 
in the early 1970s. These systems, in Los Angeles, Chicago, and Min
neapolis, relied on magnetic loop detectors. More recent systems have
 
included closed circuit television (CCTV) transmission. Some of the
 
later systems existing in California, Michigan, and Ontario are described,
 
as well as the Maryland DOT's proposed system. This section closes
 
with descriptions of potential technologies for use in the future in the
 
control of traffic flow.
 

Maryland Department of Transportation
 

Both the Washington Beltway and the Baltimore Beltway currently are
 
equipped with telephone call boxes from which emergency aid or roadside
 
service may be summoned. Along both beltways, boxes are spaced at 1-mile
 
intervals. The Baltimore Beltway also has a number of variable message
 
signs. (Message signs for the Washington Beltway are in the planning
 
stage.) By responding quickly to calls for help and simultaneously
 
displaying sign messages for other drivers, Maryland highway crews have
 
attempted to alleviate incident-caused traffic congestion. Because
 
of the possible time lapse before the call box is reached, however,
 
traffic congestion still may be severe.
 

The Maryland DOT believes that a traffic surveillance system is
 
needed and has developed plans to install one. The system design in
cludes 60 television cameras to be located on Beltway overpasses, 3 miles
 
of interconnected telephone cable (to be bought by Maryland), 9600-baud
 
telephone line (to be leased from the Bell Telephone Co.), and a data
 
compression capability to reduce the number of frames per second (without
 
image degradation) to enable the use of telephone lines.
 

California Department of Transportation
 

The state of California has two traffic management systems partially
 
installed. One system is on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge'and the
 
other on the Santa Monica Freeway.
 

The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge traffic management system
 
was designed "to improve the efficiency and enhance the user benefits
 
provided by the (bridge's) tow service."2 About 60 cars per day stall
 
on the bridge, blocking lanes and causing delays totaling 3,000 vehicle
 
hours. An average of 3 accidents per day also occur on the bridge.
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The San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge traffic management system will
 
include:
 

* 	10 changeable message signs and sign controllers.
 

* 	Magnetic loop detectors at 1,200-ft intervals in all 10 lanes
 
of the 8-mile bridge.
 

* 	32 call box stations.
 

* 	12 CCTV cameras hard-wired to a ready room on Yerba Buena
 
Island where two pictures will be electronically selected for
 

simultaneous transmission to the control center.
 

* 	An incident detection microcomputer, with added random access
 
memory (RAM).
 

* 	An intelligent cathode ray tube (CRT) display controlled by
 

a microcomputer.
 

* 	About 100,000 ft of coaxial cable.
 

An initial cost of $3 million for the system is estimated, exclud
ing the magnetic loop detectors and call boxes that are already installed.
 
The cost is high--$375,000 per mile. An additional $100,000 per year
 
for operating and maintenance costs is anticipated. It should be noted,
 
however, that a benefit-cost comparison made by the California DOT in
dicated that a $3 million saving would be realized in 10 years as a
 
result 6f a reduction in accidents and time delays.
 

The Santa Monica Freeway traffic management system in Los Angeles,
 
designed to reduce rush-hour congestion and incident response time,
 
combines tow-service enhancement with ramp metering. This Santa Monica
 
Freeway traffic-management system is a demonstration project. The 12
mile east-west stretch of the freeway, when complete, will contain 14
 
single cameras, each having a 350-degree field of view capability and
 
0.43-mile view range. Images will be carried by microwave transmission,
 
20 to 60 ft above the roadway. Three channels will simultaneously pro
vide three television pictures at the control center. The system, by
 
Motorola, will cost in excess of $1 million, including cameras and displays.
 

Microwave transmission was selected as a cost-saving feature.
 
Quotations received for coaxial cable ranged from $30,000 to $75,000 per
 
mile ($360,000 to $900,000 for 12 miles). A system using microwave
 
transmission is costed at $66,000 per mile for antenna, recievers, and
 
transmitters for 14 camera sites. However, microwave transmission cannot
 
be used in many urban areas because of the Federal Communication Commission's
 
(FCC) restrictions on frequency allocations. In addition, microwave trans
mission requires straight-line links. For these reasons, the California
 
DOT has negated plans to expand the system. (The entire freeway system in
 
Los Angeles is approximately 600 miles long. At $66,000 per mile for
 
microwave transmission, the total cost would be $39.6 million.)
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Golden Gate Bridge Highway and Transportation District
 

Traffic on the Golden Gate Bridge (about 2 miles long, six lanes
 
wide) is under surveillance and control by means of a low-light-level
 
CCTV system. The CCTV system was installed several years ago and re
cently converted to low-light-level television. Imaging data are trans
mitted by means of coaxial cable to the control center at the toll
 
plaza. Two cameras, one on each tower, cover the entire bridge. The
 
system can handle four channels, although only two are currently used.
 
Total cost for the system was about $80,000, most of which is in 1976
 
dollars. The system performs well and is well accepted. Surveillance
 

of the bridge approaches is included in near-future plans.
 

Important to the Golden Gate system is a fleet of tow trucks owned
 
and operated by the District. Response to traffic incidents is rapid
 
and effective.
 

Michigan Department of Transportation
 

The traffic surveillance system in Detroit is primarily an elec
tronic loop detector system although some televising capability exists.
 
On the Edsel Ford Freeway (1-94), detectors are buried in all six lanes,
 
every 1/3 mile, on 14 miles of highway. Smaller loop detector systems
 
have been installed on the Chrysler Freeway (1-75 and 1-375) and the John
 
Lodge Freeway (U.S. 10). Only 1-94 has telephone call-boxes, also located
 
every 1/3 mile, and four television cameras at two locations (the 1-375
 
and the U.S. 10 intersections). Eight additional camera sites are planned,
 
for a total of 12. Michigan has avoided complex and expensive ramp meter
ing systems. Detroit's simple ramp meters operate at one speed only
 

(5-sec intervals) regardless of the time of day or the traffic volume on
 
the freeway.
 

Emergency information is relayed to the freeway driver by means
 
of variable message signs that are attached to the overpasses. Coaxial
 
cables carry all signals. (The largest single expense to Michigan was
 
the labor cost for digging trefiches and laying the coaxial cable.)
 
Traffic abnormalities are discerned by the computer, which alerts the
 

operator at the Control Center by means of four TV displays. (Eight
 
additional displays have been installed for future use.)
 

System components and their manufacturers are identified in Table 1.
 
Cost for the entire system was $15 million in 1979, or about $469,000 per
 
mile, including the variable message signs and loop detectors. The
 
cost of the coaxial cable, including installation, exceeded $100,000
 
per mile.
 

Ontario Ministry of Transportation
 

The Queen Elizabeth Freeway in the vicinity of Toronto, Canada
 
has a traffic surveillance and control system that was designed in-house
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Table I 

COMPONENTS OF THE DETROIT TRAFFIC SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM
 

Component Manufacturer Model Number or Description 

Loop detectors Canoga No. 402 and 404 

Telemetry Tocom Specially modified equipment 

Coaxial cable General cable Fused 3/4 inch type II 

TV cameras Diamond B/W, LLL, 16-160 mm, zoom
tilt-pan 

Field modulators Tocom 5-30 MHz 

Ramp controller Siklos Custom-made 

TV monitors Panasonic 17 inches 
Sony 22 inches 

Computers (2) Perkin-Elmer No. 832 

Line amplifiers RCA No. 152 

Video cassette tape Gyrr Modified time lapse; 50-216 
recorder MHz 

Colorgraphic projector Ramtek 
and display 

in 1974 to give ministry staff in-depth expertise in traffic surveillance
 
technology. The system includes low-light-level CCTV. The entire system
 
consists of 5 cameras, spaced a little less than 1 mile apart, 5
 
microprocessor-based ramp metering controls, 15 ramp and mainline in
duction loops, a central computer, a CRT graphic display, and a single
 
broadband coaxial cable that is strung overhead. The system covers a
 
3.9-mile stretch of highway on the southern approach of Toronto. The
 
highway contains three lanes in each direction.
 

Ontario has found the CCTV system to be a valuable tool for traffic
 
and incident management, particularly because of close interaction with
 
police. (The control center is located in a local police facility.)
 
Public reaction to the system has been favorable. Early adverse reactions
 
were related to the ramp metering which ostensibly was inequitable to
 
the Toronto area residents during morning rush hours because their en
trance onto the highway was constrained by current traffic flow. This
 
complaint proved to be unfounded in that all ramp meters were adjusted
 
when traffic flow slowed downstream.
 

Failures in the system have been minimal. Usually the cause of
 
the failures was poor maintenance. In general, the Queen Elizabeth
 
Freeway system has been well received by the Ministry and the public,
 
and expansion of the system is planned.
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High costs have not been considered a disadvantage to date. It
 
should be noted, however, that the Toronto system is small--smaller
 
than the system on the San Frnacisco-Oakland Bay Bridge. As the system
 
is expanded, the high cost of coaxial cable may become an issue.
 

Related Technologies Under Development
 

Conditional Replenishment
 

A search of the United States Patent index revealed one patent,
 
in addition to the NASA-JPL patent, that relates to traffic surveillance
 
systems or to surveillance-types of telecommunications systems that
 
could be applied to traffic surveillance. Issued in 1971, the patent
 
describes an asynchronous time division multiplexing system for use with
 
television signals ("Time Division Multiplexing of Video Redundancy Re
duction Data Compressors," U.S. Patent 3,584,145, assigned to Bell
 
Telephone Laboratories, Inc.). The primary objective of the invention
 
is to reduce the time required for processing television signals and
 
hence eliminate the extended interval for inactive images. The buffer
 
memory in each redundancy reduction data compressor is asynchronously
 
time-division-multiplexed to a transmission channel. The buffer memory
 
stores,a sample from a television signal only when that sample differs
 
by more than a threshold value from a corresponding previously stored
 
sample having the same time position in a television frame. The tech
nique is now known as conditional replenishment.
 

Understandably, Bell Laboratories has a continuing interest in the
 
transmission of television signals over conventional telephone lines.
 
In 1980, Bell announced a new technique,3 called motion-compensated
 
coding, which takes conditional replenishment one step further. Motion
 
within a scene is estimated and then compared with successive frames
 
that are spatially displaced by that motion. If the estimate is accu
rate, the intensity difference between the original point and the point
 
to which the object has moved is less than the intensity difference
 
at the same location of the two successive frames; consequently, less
 
information is needed for transmission. Thus, less information (1.5
 
million bits per second compared with 64 million bits per second for
 
standard television) is needed for transmission. According to Bell re
searchers, motion-compensated coding provides a picture that is "accept
able for videoconferencing, but not for television transmission where
 
excessive motion is evident." Excessive motion, such as that seen on
 
highways, causes a blurring of the picture.
 

Fiber Optics
 

Fiber optics has attracted considerable attention as a means of
 

television transmission. The state of the art has reached the level
 

of maturity necessary for application to traffic surveillance and con
trol. With fiber optics, light instead of electricity is used to
 

transmit voice and video images by bundles of fine glass fibers. Images
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are converted/coded into pulses of light at the rate of 44.7 megabits/
 
sec. The fibers carry laser signals over long distances; for short
 
distances, light-emiting diodes (LEDs) are used.
 

Fiber optics is applied primarily to point-to-point information
 
transmission through a high bandwidth (potentially higher than microwave
 
radio), low-loss medium. For the 1980s, the high bandwidth promises a
 
capability for integration of multiple communications on one fiber.
 
Initial capital costs for fiber optic systems also are expected to be
 
high.
 

The largest near-term market for fiber optics is the telephone.
 
In fact, several developers of integrated data transceivers already offer
 
fiber optic links as features within existing product lines. Although
 
handled in a manner similar to coaxial cable rather than twisted-pair
 
cable, the optical cable can be buried, acrially mounted, or ducted.
 
Improvements, however, are still needed in both instrumentation and
 
techniques. Further development of laser sources, photodetectors, and
 
optical couplers is needed according to the Harris Government Informa
tion Systems Division of Melbourne, Florida.4 Companies such as AMP,
 
Incorporated of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania are making progress in develop
ing fiber optic connectors that overcome the coupling mismatch problem.
 
(Mismatches between light sources, detectors, and fibers can sap optical
 
transmission power.)
 

Of note is AT&T's limited use of fiber optics to date. Currently,
 
only one telephone system includes fiber optics: Within the Bell system
 
in Chicago, 144 fibers can transmit 50,000 telephone conversations (not
 
television) simultaneously.5 Manufacturers of fibers for video trans
mission included Belden Corporation whose cables are incorporated into
 
the Sperry Univac video frequency data link for the city of Houston.
 
The fiber optics link a management information system (MIS) computer
 
in Houston's Municipal Courts Building with 5 video terminals in the
 
main library more than 10 miles away. Honeywell has joined with Du Pont
 
and ITT Cannon to produce HDC (Honeywell-DuPont-Cannon) interface com
ponents. Although 2 years older than the HDC, Belden fiber optics can
 
claim many advantages (see Table 2).5 Motorola's fiber optic ferrule
 
semiconductor fits into AMP's connector for efficient optical coupling.
 
Other companies include RCA, 3M, Tektronics, Bell & Howell, Hewlett-

Packard, Orionics, and Laser Diode.
 

The market to dat' for fiber optic systems has resided almost
 
exclusively in custom-designed components to be integrated into exist
ing nonoptic systems such as standard telephone lines. Users have in
cluded manufacturers of telecommunications systems; Army, Navy, and
 
Marine facilities; transportation agencies; utility companies; financial
 
institutions; libraries; and oil refineries. Sales in 1979 approached
 
$13 million, primarily for voice transmission.
 

Costs for fiber optic systems range from $2 to $5 per foot in lots
 
of 1,000, or $10,400 to $26,400 per mile, plus an initial cost of $50,000
 
to $100,000 for repeaters and other equipment. 6 It should be noted
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that fiber optics requires costly trench installation, similar to that
 
of coaxial cable.
 

Table 2
 

COMPARISON OF BELDEN AND HDC FIBER OPTICS
 

1978 Belden Fiber Optic Advantage 


Small size and light weight 


Flexibility and high strength 


Large bandwidth for size and 

weight
 

Longer cable runs between re-


peaters
 

Electromagnetic, crosstalk im-


munity 


Nuclear radiation resistant 


No electrical hazard, cut, damaged 


Potential high-temperature opera-

tion 


No arcing in combustible atmo-

sphere
 

No ground loop or short circuit 

problem 


Immunity to lightning discharge 


1980 HDC Fiber Optic Advantage
 

Light weight and small dimension
 

Cabl flexibility compared with
 
wire
 

Data rates to 30 Mb per sec
 

Optical path lengths to 30 meters
 

Immunity to electromagnetic inter

ference
 

Use standard electrical connectors
 

Simple fiber termination at diode
 

connector
 

Compatible with high-density
 
packaging
 

TTL and CMOS compatible output
 

Cost less than existing fiber
 
optic links -

HDC interface requires little 
extra design 

Note: Entries taken nearly verbatim from Belden and HDC statements.
 

Source: Reference 6
 

Discussions with traffic and research engineers in several states,
 
however, revealed a reluctance to trust fiber optics. The problem re
lates primarily to the industry, which according to California DOT engi
neers is not ready. These engineers will not consider investing in a
 
fiber optics system until the manufacturers are well established and
 
have interchangeable equipment, a condition not expected for many years.
 
According to these same engineers, the injection lasers and receivers
 
of different manufacturers have different performance criteria with
 
regard to temperature sensitivity and other parameters.
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Further discussions with the California DOT engineers revealed a
 
cessation of interest in any microwave technology, with or without satel
lite links, because of the high cost--more than $50,000 per mile--and
 
the licensing requirements. The long waiting period for an updated
 
picture was the primary strike against slow scan television transmission.
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III NASA'S COMPRESSED TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
 

The NASA-JPL CTT technology is based on a space communications
 
system that incorporates a concatenated Reed-Solomon-Viterbi coding
 
channel [U.S. Patent 3,988,677 awarded to NASA (R. F. Rice) on October
 
26, 19761. The space system transmits compressed data from a space
craft to a data processing center on eath. Imaging data are compressed
 
into source blocks that are coded by a Reed-Solomon coder and inter
leaver and a convolutional encoder. A Viterbi decoding is followed by
 
a Reed-Solomon decoding and deinterleaving. The output is then decom
pressed and processed to reconstruct the original image. The primary
 
benefit of this on-site coding is significant error reduction. The
 
patent is provided in full as Appendix A.
 

Two additional efforts by R. F. Rice of NASA-JPL on channel coding
 
and compression of planetary imaging data are documented in NASA-CR
140181, "Channel Coding and Data Compression Systems Considerations for
 
Efficient Communications of Planetary Imaging Data," dated September 1,
 
1974 and in NASA-CR-157343 "RPV Application of a Globally Adaptive Rate
 
Controlled Compressor," dated July 15, 1978. (See Appendix B for docu
ment abstracts.) Appendix C provides a paper that describes the NASA-

JPL rate-controlled image data compression developed for the Galileo
 
orbiter mission of Jupiter.
 

The proposed NASA traffic surveillance system transmits television
 
images over telephone line digital data links by means of a low-cost
 
data compressor/decompressor with error protection coding. The system
 
consists of 7 components: 2 at the television camera site (the code
 
computer and semiconductor, plus the camera), 4 at the control center
 
(decoder minicomputer, video digitizer, display driver, television
 
monitor), and 1 between sites (the modum to the telephone line). (See
 
Figure 2.) Each interface unit will handle two-way communication between
 
the camera site and the center. That is, in addition to receiving data,
 

r ' 
Yb,0 CWUPRESOR' INTE- MMUNICATIO INER-OtOR $L TOTY
 

PUT CODR F UN FAE' E OR RIVER IAOtITOR
 

MONA"BPAN TILT, 
ZOOM qMN"INYADCNRLsG.A L I L 

SOURCE JL 

FIGURE 2 COMPRESSED TV TRANSMISSION SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
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the control center will send signals to control the television frame
 
rate and the pan, tilt, and zoom of the camera. The operator is given
 
great flexibility to adapt the rate/fidelity priorities. All or most
 
of the components can be obtained readily off-the-shelf (e.g., micro
processor chips and associated equipment). The system is compatible
 
with a videcon camera and will be compatible with a solid-state, charged
 
coupled device (CCD) for imaging in the future.
 

Block coding is used to enable error correction (not just detection)
 
at the receiver end. Each block is coded; the decoder corrects errors
 
made in transmission.
 

The data compression algorithm is rate-controlled. By accepting
 
degradation of image quality (i.e., some blurring), the operator can
 
obtain high frame rates. The slower the frame rate, the better the image
 
quality. Good quality is possible at speeds of 3 see per frame. (See
 
Figures 3 and 4.) Acceptable quality is possible at 1 sec per frame.
 
A comparison of compressed television imaging with slow-scan averaging
 
is provided in Figure 5.
 

-QUALITY VERSUS FRAME RATE 

QUALITY 
CURRENT 

EXACT ~SLOW SCAN-\, 

FAIR 60*I 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

SECONDS PER FRAME 

SOURCE JPL 

FIGURE 3 FRAME RATE VERSUS QUALITY TRADE-OFF 

The use of telephone lines for data transmission should mean much
 
lower costs. Less than $10,000 per mile is estimated by JPL for CTT
 
using telephone lines as compared with $30,000 to $70,000 for other
 
systems. An agreement with the particular telephone company is neces
sary. Data compression makes possible the use of telephone lines that
 
cannot handle the high data rates of live television.
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IV CTT POTENTIAL MARKET
 

The CCT system is a surveillance system. Therefore, anything
 
that needs to be watched is potentially a candidate for CTT. The
 
applications discussed below are the applications that will likely
 
benefit by use of the system today. Many other applications may sur
face, however, as the system's unit cost decreases and as the cost of
 
labor that can be replaced by the system increases.
 

The CTT system is being developed by JPL specifically for highway
 
traffic surveillance. From discussions with several major manufacturers
 
(i.e., Nippon Electric Corporation, Robot, TRW, Colorado Video, and Dalmo
 
Victor), traffic surveillance appears to be an excellent application of
 
the system and should prove to be very beneficial, but it is not neces
sarily the best application. The two applications that appear to have
 
a high potential for CTT use are business teleconferencing and remote
 
medical diagnosis.
 

Teleconferencing
 

Several businesses already have leased slow-scan systems (78 sec/
 
frame). They have all experienced the same problem with existing systems:
 
the slow system rate takes some adjustment. In some cases, the business
men adjusted well to the system. In other cases, the men were unable
 
to adjust and consequently rejected the system. The primary objection
 
was the long waiting period for an updated picture. The NASA/JPL CTT
 
system (1-3 sec/frame) is expected to eliminate that concern. It should
 
be noted, however, that systems approaching real-time (1/30 sec/frame)
 
are being commercially produced. Compression Labs Inc. is marketing
 
such a system, but it requires a special high-bandwidth telephone line
 
at a monthly rental cost of about $40,000.
 

The use of CTT in business teleconferencing is very promising.
 
The increasing burden of travel on management is causing the major
 
corporations to seek alternatives. ARCO recently announced plans for a
 
$20 million video conferencing network that will offer one or more of
 
the following capabilities at 110 of its offices: electronic mail,
 
facsimile transmission of documents, computer-to-computer data trans
mission, as well as video conferencing.
 

Video teleconferencing will unquestionably be cost-effective for
 
at least the top 500 companies in the United States according to Richard
 
F. Bader, President of Compression Labs Inc. His statement is in refer
ence to systems costing $60,000 to $300,000 per pair.
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If the cost can be reduced by an order of magnitude by a cost
reducing compression system, the overall market for business telecom
munications would be even more. The limiting factor in its widespread
 
use may be disgruntled middle managers. From a recent survey of 1,000
 
middle managers, Gnostic Concepts Inc., a Menlo Park consulting Firm,
 
concluded that this group of managers will object vehemently to video
 
conferencing. According to industry experts, resistance will arise
 
because employees still associate travel with status and view it as a
 
higher value to the corporation. On the other hand, Paul Snyder, vice
 
president responsible for the new network at ARCO, is convinced that
 
once ARCO managers become aware of what the system can do, most of them
 
will not only accept it, but also find new ways to use it.
 

SRI has made a conservative estimate that a market exists for 750
 
telecommunications systems.
 

Remote Medical Diagnosis
 

Remote medical diagnosis is being used successfully in Canada.
 
With a slow-scan system, Canadian doctors are now able to visually
 
diagnose patients who live in remote areas, close to a teleconferencing
 
center, but hundreds of miles from any hospital. This type of service
 
could become a valuable medical tool if extended to all hospitals. Rare
 
or baffling diseases could be diagnosed by experts across the country.

In fact, X rays and even microscopy are being transmitted successfully
 
by today's slower systems (transmission rates of 78-150 sec/frame)
 
between 25 to 50 hospitals and approximately 300 radiologists in the
 
U.S.
 

Approximately 7,000 hospitals operate in the United States today.
 
The use of a teleconferencing system, at least for sending X rays in
 
many of these hospitals is likely. Once this use is proved to be cost
effective, many other hospital applications should be possible.
 

Patient Monitoring
 

Intrahospital use is another hospital application for video monitor
ing as many patients need continuous observation. Either a standard,
 
real-time, closed-circuit system or the CTT system could significantly
 
reduce hospital costs. To decide which system to use, a cost-benefit
 
analysis for each hospital should be done. Currently, sitters are
 
employed to watch patients in their rooms. No more than two patients
 
are assigned per room; theoretically, therefore, two is the maximum
 
number of patients a sitter can watch. However, the severe shortage of
 
nurses and the high financial burdens necessitate that hospitals use
 
one sitter for two rooms, but vigilance of the patients is thereby
 
reduced.
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Hospitals are currently using closed-circuit video monitors for
 
only three purposes: security of the miles of hallways, observation of
 
psychologically disturbed patients, and education. San Francisco General
 
Hospital illustrates the potential for this application. The hospital
 
has 500 staffed beds (generally 70% occupancy), 300 registered nurses,
 
100 licensed nurses, and 100 orderlies. A hospital this size has many
 
patients that require constant observation: approximately 10-15 patients
 
must be watched for suicide precaution, about 20 criminal patients are
 
under security by policemen, and 10-15 patients in the intensive care
 
unit must have a nurse on hand at all times. All of these patients
 
are now-watched by sitters or nurses. Yet, except for those in inten
sive care (these patients need constant treatment until their condition
 
stabilizes), all could be monitored remotely. Therefore, 40-50 patients,
 
or about 15% of all patients, could be observed by the CTT system.
 

The primary objection to use of a video system in hospitals (other

than financial) is the lack of human contact and the unnerving feeling
 
patients may have from being watched by a camera. This should be a
 
serious consideration for only the suicidal patients; the others are
 
generally unconscious and would not be adversely affected by remote
 
observation.
 

Contrary to expected good interhospital use, however, intrahospital
 
applications are not very promising. The CTT system is at best only
 
marginally cost-effective compared with bedside personnel costs, even
 
in the large hospitals such as San Francisco General. As such, few
 
hospitals will use the system for observation purposes. Only an in
crease in the nurse shortage would cause the hospitals to use the sys
tem. It is important to note that this pessimistic view of the hospital
 
as a potential market for CTT is only an early indication. A complete
 
cost-benefit analysis for hospitals should still be done, especially if
 
the hospital is interested in the system for remote medical diagnosis.
 

Education
 

The CTT could also have many educational applications. Lectures
 
could be transmitted from major universities to companies around the
 
country, industries could visually demonstrate a process or technique
 
to interested people nationwide, and doctors could more easily promote
 
medical advances and breakthroughs in surgical techniques. Essentially,
 
any educational or training service, instead of being limited to local
 
people could be expanded to serve people anywhere.
 

According to Mr. Robert Kinchlow, director of Stanford University's
 
telecommunications, however, the CTT system will have a very small
 
market in the educational field. Although there is a real need for
 
continuing education in industry, that need is being satisfactorily
 
filled. For example, Stanford lectures are transmitted throughout the
 
Bay Area by microwaves and distributed throughout the nation on video
 
tapes. The only limitation to video tapes is for case study courses;
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however, in this situation, real-time monitoring is more desirable than
 
a slow scan system anyway.
 

Defense
 

A major user of the CTT system may be the military. In addition
 
to the numerous air fields and bases that the military would like to
 
observe more closely, many remote sites also must be guarded that have
 
no personnel on hand. To guard these remote sites, the military is
 
using low-bandwidth sensors that tend to generate many false alarms.
 
The cost of reacting to these false alarms is excessive. Reducing
 
false alarms by the use of a visual transmission of the site should re
sult in significant cost savings. Approximately 250 military bases in
 
the United States could benefit from CTT surveillance.
 

Traffic Management and Control
 

Discussions were held with representatives of 11 state highway de
partments. Table 3 lists the 11 departments, their current systems, and
 
interest in NASA's CTT. Nine of the 11 expressed varying degrees of
 
interest in the NASA system. The remaining two have no interest in any
 
traffic surveillance system due to budgetary constraints. Many depart
ments believe that the future of the NASA system will be determined by
 
the cities where traffic congestion is most severe. The application most
 
often mentioned was the interstate highway that approaches or penetrates
 
a metropolitan area. Of primary interest to all departments is the
 
system's combination of a high frame rate and low cost.
 

Projecting to all states the degree of interest in CTT for traffic
 
management indicated from a survey of 11 states gives an estimate of
 
the total market. That is, 9 of the 11 states surveyed indicated a
 
potential market, and those markets represented 1 to 4 systems each (an
 
average of 1.3 systems per state); therefore, the total potential market
 
could be 53 systems. The high cost for a traffic management system given
 
as the reason many states have installed no system to date should be
 
alleviated with the NASA CTT and further strengthen the market projection.
 

Emergency Traffic Management
 

Emergency management might also benefit from traffic surveillance
 
and control. Interest has been expressed by at least one emergency
 
response unit. California's Office of Emergency Services realizes that
 
the major highways and arterials must be unblocked to ensure escape
 
routes for civil defense units or in case of a natural disaster such as
 
an earthquake, flood, or volcanic eruption. The state has already begun
 
an informal investigation of surveillance techniques, but this market
 
is too uncertain to estimate a sales figure.
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Table 3 

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS IN USE AND INTEREST IN CTT
 
IN SELECTED STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS 

State DOT Current Systems 

Potential 
Interest 
in CTT Comments 

Connecticut None None Budget constraints 

Kansas None Yes Potential need in 2 
urban areas 

Kentucky None Yes 

New Jersey Inductive loop system 
on New Jersey Turn
pike 

Yes 

New Mexico None Yes Would like additional 
information 

New York CCTV in Hudson River 
tunnels, inductive 
loop system planned 
for Long Island 

Yes 

Oklahoma None No 

Oregon None Yes 

Pennsylvania None Yes Potential needs exist 
on 4 major highways 

Texas CCTV in Houston Yes Houston system in
operative due to cable 
problems 

Washington CCTV in Seattle Yes System expansion 
planned 
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Airport Surveillance
 

Accidents on airstrips and at airport ramps are not uncommon. Whether
 
an accident results from the collision of two aircraft or of an aircraft
 
and a maintenance vehicle, the loss of time and dollars is high. NASA and
 
SRI believed that many airport accidents could be aborted if television
 
surveillance systems were installed. Therefore, contacts were made with
 
airport officials of six states-to determine potential interest in tele
vision surveillance of airports, particularly compressed television trans
mission. The responses are documented below.
 

0 	 California has some interest in a surveillance system to monitor 
traffic volumes, according to the Deputy Chief of the Aeronautics 
Division. However, budget constraints negate any near-future 
plans. 

* 	Connecticut's Manager of Airport Operations expressed an interest
 
in after-the-fact accident monitoring and in detecting foreign
 
objects, but questioned the advisability of telephone line
 
transmission.
 

* 	In Georgia, a concern was expressed regarding radio frequency
 
availability to relay warnings to aircraft and maintenance
 
personnel. The frequency at Atlanta International Airport has
 
about reached the point of overloading.
 

o 	The Ohio Division of Aviation believes that the value of a tele
vision surveillance system would be limited to documenting the
 
events leading to an accident for use at public hearings. In
 
fact, acceptance by the pilots' unions of any surveillance system
 
is considered doubtful.
 

* 	In Pennsylvania, television surveillance is viewed by the Bureau
 
of Aviation's Airports' Engineer as an effective security measure,
 
particularly for remote areas of the airfield, but is not
 
considered effective for accident prevention.
 

o 	According to Chicago's Chief of Airport Operations, ramp and
 
airfield surveillance would not be cost-effective at the O'Hare
 
and Midway Airports. Both airports have configurations that
 
would require the installation of many television cameras. As an
 
added dis-incentive, airport telephone lines already transmit
 
weather data as well as the data collected by all airport instru
ments. Line capacity has been reached.
 

From the above documentation, SRI has concluded that a market for 
compressed television transmission for airport/airfield surveillance would 
be small--limited to accident documentation in those airports having the 
approval of the local pilots' union and to remote airstrip surveillance. 
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Transit Station Surveillance
 

A study conducted by Dunlap and Associates, Inc. for the Transporta
tion Systems Center* revealed that closed circuit television (CCTV) systems
 
have been installed in many transit stations. Some have been connected to
 
automatic sensor alarm networks and automatic response capabilities, such
 
as remotely controlled gates and locks for both safety and security. The
 
presence of the cameras has contributed to increased ridership due to
 
passenger confidence in station safety.
 

Transit station environments (e.g., low light, vibration, dirt and
 
dust, electrical power and moisture) present special problems for CCTV
 
hardware. Cameras and video-signal transmission lines must be selected
 
and located with these environmental factors in mind.
 

Properties that have station surveillance systems include the Bay
 
Area Rapid Transit District (BART) in San Francisco/Oakland, the Chicago
 
Transit Authority, the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MTA)
 
in Boston, and the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority
 
(SEPTA) in Philadelphia. Telephone interviews were held with representatives
 
of the four properties.
 

All BART stations are equipped with television surveillance systems.
 
Images are transmitted by means of coaxial cable. BART officials reportedly
 
have expressed concern over the high cost of coaxial cable and would be
 
interested in telephone line transmission, provided image clarity and
 
transmission time are satisfactory.
 

Philadelphia began installing television surveillance systems in its
 
stations in 1976. The Authority has approximately 40 stations, 3 of
 
which are currently equipped with slow scan TV cameras (as many as 25 per
 
station) and one-way audio communication. Images are transmitted by means
 
of telephone lines. Plans are under way to provide television surveillance
 
in 20-30 stations, and a contract has been let to Westinghouse.
 

Chicago has 2 broadband television surveillance systems, with coaxial
 
cable image transmission, serving less than 10 transit stations. One
 
system has an 8-mile distribution on 70 channels. (Maximum capability is 
120 channels.) Two-way audio communication with troubled passengers is 
possible by means of 4,000 speakers within the stations. The cameras zoom
 
in to the site of the communication initiator. The central monitor is
 
installed at the Chicago Police Department headquarters. Although costs
 
are high, Chicago appreciates the systems and is looking forward to providing
 
television surveillance in all 140 stations by 1990.
 

*Bloom, Richard F., "Closed Circuit Television in Transit Stations: Appli
cations Guidelines, "Dunlap and Associates, Inc., Darien, Connecticut,
 
Report No. UMTA-MA-06-0048-80-5, August 1980
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In Boston, only one station has been equipped with a closed circuit
 

television surveillance system (wthcoaxial cable transmission). Braintree
 

Station was opened in 1979 on the MBTA's newly expanded railway. CCTV
 

surveillance was included in the Federal construction specifications.
 

Central controls are located at the Braintree Police Department. Interest 
is equipping all stations is high; however, because of budgetary constraints,
 

CCTV installations are not included in current plans.
 

A brief call was made to the Office of the Director of Safety of the
 
New York City Transit Authority (NYCTA), which is testing television
 
surveillance systems at two stations. (NYCTA is by far the largest transit
 
property in the United States with 458 stations, including 265 subway
 
stations.) A determination of performance and user satisfaction appears
 
to be premature. Cost savings would certainly be of interest, however,
 
since here again budgetary constraints are real.
 

Based on information acquired from the five above-mentioned transit
 

properties, SRI has concluded that a sizeable market exists for television
 

surveillance of transit stations. Each of the properties expressed a
 

desire to provide a surveillance capability at its stations. Budgetary
 
With the decreased
constraints appear to be the primary limiting factor. 


cost of compressed television transmission, the constraints may be
 
eliminated in some cases.
 

The resulting market, including existing properties and planned
 
properties and property expansion, could be as large as 820 stations by
 
1990:
 

456 	 NYCTA
 

132 	 CTA
 

57 MBTA
 

15 SEPTA 

40 Washington Metropolitan
 

Area Transit Authority
 
(expanded system)
 

20 BART (expanded system) 

100 	New properties in Baltimore, Miami,
 
and other cities
 

820
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V POTENTIAL MANUFACTURERS
 

The SRI Team contacted five manufacturers of slow-scan television
 
systems to determine their interest in the NASA/JPL CTT technology.
 

All of them expressed considerable interest in it.
 

Robot Corporation, San Diego, CA sells slow-scan systems exclu
sively. It has been in the business since 1969, has 30 employees,
 
sells 200 units per month, and generates about $2 million gross per
 
year. The company has systems that transmit at between 2-70 sec/frame
 
at varying degrees of clarity. The standard transmission of 256 x 256
 
lines takes 35 see. President David Smith believes that Robot is by
 
far the most capable slow-scan producer, with better systems and far
 
greater sales volume than any other commercial company in the country.
 
Mr. Smith does not believe that compression of the transmission will be
 
cost-effective for 5-10 years, but is extremely interested in any tech
nical development.
 

The Broadcast Division of Nippon Electric Corp. (NEC), Poway, CA
 
has 50 employees and sells two systems. NEC has an analog system on an
 

FV carrier that requires 30 see/frame of information and a digital
 
color system that delivers 4.8 kilobytes of information in 150 sec
 

over a standard voice-grade telephone line with no loss of resolution.
 
NEC's digital system can send 1.54 megabytes in real time, with some
 
degradation of quality. The company has sold about 10 large systems
 
to such organizations as NASA, Ford, and IBM. Nippon is aware and
 
confident that a market exists, especially in teleconferencing and as a
 

medical tool.
 

Colorado Video in Denver, established in 1965, has 40 employees
 

and has sold about 90 slow-scan television systems in the past 13 years.
 
The slow-scan system is the primary product. Prices range between
 
$11,000 and $22,000. The Colorado Video system uses no compression
 
and as such achieves about the maximum transmission rate of 78 sec/frame
 
over the voice-grade telephone lines. As reported, Colorado Video sees
 
a market in the following areas: remote medical diagnosis, business
 
teleconferencing, educational transmission to remote locations, and
 

security of remote sites. Colorado Video is the main competitor of
 

Robot according to Robot's president.
 

Dalmo Victor, Belmont, CA produces many instruments for military
 
applications and until recently produced slow-scan television equipment.
 
It has recently become interested in JPL's CTT system and would like to
 
see a simulation to determine how well the system works.
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The Electronic Systems Division of TRW in Redondo Beach, CA is
 
engaged in the "creative," early development of advanced image process
ing systems. TRW is investigating slow-scan systems mostly for military
 
applications because all of its work is under government contract. It
 
does no commercial marketing of products.
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VT CONCLUSIONS
 

Although still small in number, television-based traffid surveil
lance systems are growing in favor with highway engineers. Since the
 
mid-1970s, all new installations have included television transmission.
 
Imaging data are transmitted by coaxial cable at a cost of $30,000 to
 
$75,000 per mile of highway, depending on labor costs, or by microwave
 
at a cost of $50,000 per mile. A need for a reduction of data transmis
sion costs has directed attention to the use of telephone lines. Clarity
 
of the imaging data that must be compressed to accommodate telephone
 
line digital data links, however, has been sacrificed as has fast trans
mission time. NASA's data compression/decompression technology with
 
error protection coding, developed at JPL for a space communications
 
system, promises to overcome the problem of image degradation and thereby
 
make possible a transmission cost of less than $10,000 per mile.
 

To ensure commercial viability of the NASA-developed system, the
 
market must not be limited to traffic surveillance. A survey of poten
tial users revealed a large market for teleconferencing equipment to
 
replace slow-scan systems (78 sec/frame), for medical equipment to
 
monitor patients and enable remote diagnoses, and for surveillance of
 
remote military sites.
 

SRI believes that the maximum 10-year market projection for CTT
 

systems derived from its survey of potential users, would be about 5,390.
 

This projection represents about 3,500 hospitals, 70 urban areas, 750
 

coporations, 820-transit stations, plus 250 military sites. A more
 
realistic projection would be 539 systems, i.e., 10% of the maximum.
 
Costs should range between $20,000 to $600,000 depending on size, with an
 
average cost of about $50,000. Thus, sales expectancy for 10 years would
 
be $27 million, or $2.7 million per year.
 

Discussions with seven manufacturers of slow-scan television and
 
related equipment revealed a real interest in the NASA CTT technology
 
with its 1-3 sec/frame compression/decompression rate. In addition,
 
(based on their experience), they have some conviction that a significant
 
market exists for it.
 

A review of emerging technologies revealed no means for transmitting
 
imaging data that appeared to be cost-effective in a small system. Fiber
 
optics transmission requires a large initial capital outlay for trench
 
installation. In addition, because of differing performance criteria
 
of different manufacturers for injection lasers and receivers, equipment
 
is not interchangeable and therefore not yet acceptable to potential
 
users of traffic surveillance and control systems. Bell Laboratories'
 

conditional replenishment/motion compensated coding is ineffective for
 
rapid-motion subjects sucn as highway traffic and intruders. Thus it
 
may compete for the teleconferencing market, but not the market for
 
surveillance instrumentation.
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From its survey of potential users and manufacturers, we conclude
 
that a significant market does exist for the NASA-JPL CTT system and
 
that competition from an emerging technology (i.e., fiber optics) is
 
not expected for a minimum of 5 years. The CTT system should be ready
 
for commercial introduction worldwide in less than 3 years.
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ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in th; er-

formance of work under a NASA contract and is z.io-
jected to the provisions of Section 305 of the N,, cnal 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. Public -.av 
85-568 (72 Stat. 435, 42 USC 2457) 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention generally relates to a cr-u-

nication system and, more particularly, to an imprz. ed 
system for communicating compressed data from a 
spacecraft 	to Earth 

2 Description of the Prior Art 

5 

i0 

is 

As is known by those familiar with the art ct :d- 20 
vanced space communication the information wh ci is 
gathered in a spacecraft, generally referred to as ,ata, 
is first coded to be transmitted to Earth, where ' .s 
received at one or more ground stations The re- cd 
coded data is first decoded and thereafter process -"o 
retrieve the Original data which is in the form -z a 
stream of bits The coding of the data in the spac.-_t 
and the decoding of it after reception on the grow-c i 
generally referred to by the well known term "char-el 

25 

2 
carrier phase tracking loop signal-to-noise ratio, repro
sented b%a, is assumed to be infinity In FIG 15 on 
page 845 of reference B the performance of the Viterbi 
channel for K-7 and P=2, i e, a code rate of % for 
various values of a is plotted in terms of bit error rate 
%sE" N, (in db) As seen therefrom for any desired bit 
error rate the required system's ESN increases (trans
mission rate drops) as au becomes smaller 

Reference C is related to a hybrid coding system 
whchi!s anal)zed The hybrid system, as shown on page 
10 of reference C, includes a Reed-Solomon (RS) en
coder vhich encodes data gathered at a remote loca
tion. e e a spacecraft, into RS codewords, each con
aistmg or code symbols and panty symbols. These code
words are first interleaved by means of a buffer prior to 
being encoded by a convolutional encoder in the space
craft The received coded data on the ground is first 
decoded by a Viterbi decoder whose output is loaded 
,nto a deinterleaving buffer to reconstruct the RS code
words which are then decoded by a RS decoder The 
output oi the latter is the fully decoded data which is 
then processed Since the convolutional encoder and 
the Vrerbi decoder along with the modulation and 
demoddiation system have been defined herein as a 
Viterbi cnannel, the system described in reference C 
can ce ,aefined as a concatenated RS-Viterbi channel, 
ir syste-i dereinafter it may also be referred to by the 
simpler term the concatenated system". 

Although in reference C the advantages of the con
coding" As is appreciated, the basic motivation "or 30 catenaea RS-Viterbi channel over other known chan
channel coding has been to reduce the frequert of 
errors in the output information bit stream for a : en 
signal to noise ratio, ESNo, or conversely, to mce--se 
the transmission rate, R, at which information c,. oe 
transmitted with a given error probability For each 
channel coding technique the average bit error F:r.a-
bility is generally plotted as a function of the sigr4 -a 
noise ratio (in db) These plots are generally referre; to 
as the performance curves 

In the last few years many articles have appear-, in 
various publications in which various channel cocing 
techniques are analyzed and their relative merits - Zh-
lighted The following are but a few of prior art ree-en-
ces: 

nelh are oiscussed, it should be stressed that in refer
ence t the performance of the concatenated RS-
Vterbi caannel are analyzed only under assumed ideal 
condh ons, i e . a = w Performance under non-ideal 

35 condinons are neither discussed nor suggested Also, 
none cf the above mentioned references consider the 
.nannej from a system's point of view, including the 
type or uata which is to be communicated 

A, is anpreciated by those familiar with the art of 
40 ntorrtnon communications, it is generally desirable 

to redtLce Ine number of bits which represent any infor
mation e g, a picture of a planet, and which have to be 
transmitted without significantly sacrificing informna-
Laon content This is desirable, since by reducing the 

A A J. Viterbi, "Convolutional Codes and *-eir 45 number of bits, more information can be transmitted to 
Performance in Communication Systems". tEEE 
Trans. Commun Technol., Volume COM-19 and 
part II, October 1971, pp. 751-772 

B. J A. Holler and I M Jacobs, "Viterbi Decozing 
for Satellite and Space Communication". .EEE 
Trans Commun Technol, Vol COM-19, p:- fl, 
October 1971, pp 835-848 

C J P Odenwalder et al, "Hybrid Coding S.ste-m 
Study", Final Report prepared by Linkabit Cicro-
ration for Antes Research Center NASA, Septem- 
ber 1972 This report is available to the pub as 
NASA Cr 114,486 

Reference A is an excellent tutorial on a decc,:-.er 
now generally referred to as the Viterbi decoder for .se 

Earth during any given period of time This can be 
adhiev ed if the original data, gathered in the spacecraft, 
can e compressed to reduce the number of bits 
needea to communicate the information before any 

50 coding s periormed As is appreciated various com
oression techniques may be employed Then, after the 
data is decoded on the ground stcan be decompressed, 
basea on me particular compression technique em
ployed in the spacecraft, to provide non-compressed 

55 data ,hlch is finally processed It is appreciated how 
ever that when communicating compressed data a 
much lower average bit error rate is generally required 
as compared with non-compressed data since a single 
error :n the compressed data stream is often propa

with a convolutional coder and a modulator and .,Ps- 60 gated N the data decompressor into many errors in the 
mitter in the spacecraft and a receiver and demccjla-
tor on the ground, hereinafter generally referrec o as 
the Viterbi channel Extensive performance char.c:er-
istics of the Viterbi channel for different cons;:aint 
lengths, represented by K, and different code ::tes, 65 
represented by lv, are analyzed and plotted in -.fer-
ence B Most of the curves in reference Bare f z-ted 
under assumed ideal operating conditions in wh;.- :he 

reconstructed data 

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
It is a primary object of the present invention to 

provide a new communication system for communicat
ing data trom a spacecraft to Earth 

Anotner object of the present invention is to provide 
a new spacecraft communication system for communi

A-8
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eating compressed data at an acceptable bit error prob-
ability,

These and other objects of the invention are achieved 
by providing a communication system in which a con-
catenated RS Viterbi channel is employed and through 
which compressed data is communicated The inven-
tion will first be described in connection with commu. 
nicating compressed image data, although the inven-
tion is not intended to be limited thereto The invention 
is based on an analysis indicating that by proper choice 
of the depth of interleaving of the RS codewords and 
due to the properties of the Viterbi channel corn-
pressed image data can be communicated through the 
concatenated RS-Viterbi channel at a sufficiently low 
RS codeword error probability, even under non-ideal 
conditions, i e, when a ve w, at a system signal-to- 
noise ratio EJNO which is on the order of the E1/N0
needed for communicating via a Viterbi channel alone 
non-compressed image data at an acceptable bit error 
probability This arrangement is possible since the anal-
ists indicates that, unlike the Viterbi channel in which 
for relatively low average bit error probability on the 
order of 10- the system's EL/N, increases greatly as a 
decreases, in the concatenated RS-Viterbi channel by 
proper choice of parameters, including RS codeword 
interleaving depth, the change in E8No for low code-
vword error probability changes only by a small factor as 
a decreases 

The novel features of the invention are set forth with 
particularity in the appended claims. The invention will 
best be understood from the following descnption 
v.hen read in conjunction with the accompanying draw-
ings 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TH-EF DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a general block diagram of the novel corn-
munication system of the present invention, 

FIG 2 is a simplified diagram of an original and re- 
constructed picture used to indicate the effect of 
source block losses due to random errors, 

FIG 3 is a diagram of performance curves for a 
Viterbi channel and the concatenated system under 
ideal conditions; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram similar to FIG 2 except that all 
errors are assumed to be concentrated in one source 
block, 

FIG S is a simple diagram useful in explaining the 
operation of a RS coder, 

FIG. 6 is a basic RD codeword structure for J=8. 
E=l6, 

FIGS 7 and 8 are useful in explaining two different 
interleave structures for interleawng 1=16 RS code-
%ords. 

FIG 9 is a diagram useful in explaining the effect of 
a RS codeword error using interleave A shown in FIG 
7; and 

FIG 10 is a diagram of performance curves of a 
"viterbichannel and the concatenated RS-Viterbi chan-
nel under ideal and non-ideal conditions 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENTS 


Attention is first directed to FIG I wherein numeral 
10 designates a source ofdata in a spacecraft, the data 
being in the form of a stream of bits The data from 
source 10 is supplied to a data compressor 12 whose 
function is to compress the data in accordance with 
preselected compression criteria, so as to reduce the 

Reproduced frombest available copy. '''' 
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number of bits as compared with those supplied thereto 
from source 10. 

For explanatory purposes, let it be assumed that a 
picture was taken of a planet and that the picture con
sists of an array of 512 by 512 picture elements, herein
after defined as pIneis and that each group of 64 by 64 
pixels represents a source block, with the entire picture 
being represented b, 64 source blocks It is further 
assumed that tor each pixel data source 10 provides a 
stream of eight bits Let the number of bits of an un
compressed source block defined as R. 8 (which in 
the particular example is 64 x 64 x 8) and after com
pression the nuntc-r of bits for each source block be 
defined as R Taus. compression factor, provided by 
compressor 12, mav be defined as CF - R Bl/o 
Clearly, the principal motivation for data compression 
is, of course, to obtain compression factors (CF) 
greater than I 'various schemes have been proposed 
for data compression and since the present invention is 
not directed to a specific scheme, the data compressor 
12 will be shown only in block form 

The compressed data from 12 is supplied to a Reed-
Solomon (RS; coder and interleaver 14. For explana
tory purposes it ,bassumed that J=-8, representing the 
number of b:rs per RS symbol, E=16, where E is one
half the numoer of panty symbols per RS codeword or 
the number of RS symbols which can be corrected and 
1=16, ! beine the number of interleaved RS codewords 
representing an RS block 

As is appreciated by those familiar with the art a 
Reed Solomon Lode is a BCH code with a specific set of 
parameters I ne prior art provides all tee background 
necessary to build an RS coder and interleaver as well 
as an RS decoder and dinterleaver Therefore in the 
oresent appa.iction these units or devices will be repre
sented in block form only. The prior art includes at 
least reference C. chapter 6 of "Information Theory 
and Reliable Commumcation" by R G Gallager pub
lished in 1968. *Algebraic Coding Theory" by E. R 
Berlekamp, published in 1968, and an article by James 
L. Massery, Shift Register Synthesis and BCH Decod
ing", IEEE Trans Info Theory, vol IT-15, pp 
122-127, January 1969 There are other publications 
known to those familiar with the art 

The compressed data from 12 after being RS coded 
into codewords which are interleaved to form an RS 
code block are in turn coded by a convolutional en
coder 16, assumed to have a constraint length K=7 and 
a code rate of ', e, r=2 The output of the latter is 

-then transmitted to Earth through a modulator/trans
mitter 17, hereinafter also referred to as transmitter 17, 
vhich includes a transmitting antenna 18. The trans
mitted signals are represented by arrow 19. Herein it is 
assumed that in modulator/transmitter 17 antipodal 

--	 PSK-PM modulation of a square wave subearner with 
S-band or X-band carner takes place. 

On Earth seieral deep space network stations desig
nated DSNI-DSNn are located at different locations to 
insure that at an) time the signals 19 from the space

60 craft are received at at least one of the DSN's These 
stations are identical The signals received on Earth are 
designated by numeral 20. Each DSN includes a re

ceiver antenna 21 connected to receiver/demodulator 
22, hereinafter simply referred to as the receiver 22, 

05 	 which is assumed to include a phase locked loop coher
ent demodulator with a three-bit quantized symbol 
output Herein, it is assumed that the signals from the 
spacecraft to Earth are subject to wideband Gaussian 

A-9 
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noise. That is, the communication channel mch-cing of bits representing an original picture, as shown in 
the transmitting and receiving antennas as well as the FIG 2. Let it be assumed that the picture consists of 
environment through which the signals propagate be- 512 bs 512 picture elements or pixels, and each pixel 
tween is a wideband Gaussian channel, from source 10 is represented by eight bits (for 256 

In accordance with the present invention, each DSN 5 grey le el quantization) Let it further be assumed that 
also includes a Viterbi decoder 24 which is desigred to the data compressor 12 compresses the data into 
respond to the receiver/demodulator output aria at- source blocks, each consisting of a two dimensional 
tempts to reproduce the original data stream entering array of 64 b. 64 pixels. 
the convolutional encoder 16 in the spacecraft These source blocks are made independent by pre-

As hereinbefore defined the Viterbi decoder 24 to- ceding the bits representing each source block with a 
gether with the encoder 16 and the modulator/trans- sufficientir long sync word Each sync word is used to 
mitter 17 and the receiverldemodulator 22 together identif, the start of the following source block By 
with the wide band Gaussian noise channel (bet,'een choosing a sufficiently large source block (in terms of 
the spacecraft and Earth) represent a Viterbi charnel the iumber of bits) the sync word has negligible effect 
With K=7 and r=2, the Viterbi channel is sometims 15 on the transmission rate In FIG. 2, the smaller squares 
referred to as the Jupiter/Saturn channel by those in- represent the separate source blocks In FIG 2 a small 
volved in constructing a communication channel for a x in a source block means that after reception the cor
spacecraft to be used in missions planned for the late responding source block has an error somewhere in it 
1970's to explore Jupiter and Saturn. Viterbi decoders It is assumed that a bit error in any source block, re
with different K and v are presently available as off the gardless of where the error occurs within a compressed 
shelf items One source is Linkabit Corporation of San source block, the block is completely lost, since a single 
Diego, Calif, whose literature extensively describes error in the compressed data stream is often propa
such channels Modulator/transmitters, like 17 and gated oy the data decompressor into many errors in the 
receiver/demodulators like 22 as herembefore defined decornressed data The above assumption is a worst 
as well known by those familiar with the art of commu- 25 case assumption and therefore includes any data com
nication, particularly as related to space communica- pression process which may be used 
tion Such modulator/transmitters and recenerj- A ke' point in this example is that because the loca
demodulators have been used in prior space missions tion of bit errors was generally uniformly distnbuted 
and are described in literature throughout the compressed data, each error appeared 

The output of the Viterbi decoder 24 (of each DSN) in a different compressed source block Consequently, 
is directly supplied to a single RS decoder and deinter- each error caused the loss of a different source block. 
leaver 25, hereinafter simply referred to as the RS If such compressed data were to be transmitted through 
decoder 25. Its function is to decode the Viterbi de- a Jupiter:Saturn channel (a Viterbi channel with K=7 
coder output by separating the received 16 ('hen and -=Z) extremely low average bit error rates P on 
1=16) interleaved RS codewords into separate RS 35 the orcer of lO- 6 and 10- ' will be required. And, even 
codewords and thereafter decode these words The then the errors will tend to occur in approximately this 
output of RS decoder 25 in essence represents the random fashion 
compressed data which data compressor 12 supplied to Reference is now made to FIG 3 in which the Jupi
the RS coder 14 in the spacecraft The compressed tcr/Saturn channel performance curve is shown, under 
data from RS decoder 25 is then supplied to a data assumed ideal conditions, i e , a = w It sdesignated by 
decomnpressor 27 which effectively reconstructs from numeral 42. As is known to those familiar with the art 
the compressed data an approximation to the original for uncompressed image data, hereinafter referred to 
noncompressed data, provided in the spacecraft by as uncompressed PCM, avirage bit errors probability 
data source 10 to data compressor 12. The recon- P, below 5 x 10- 3 is regarded as negligible Thus, the 
structed non-compressed data from decompressor 27 is 45 JupiteriSaturn channel can operate as a signal-to-noise 
supplied to a data processor 29 for processing, e g., ratio, EdJNO = 2 6 db. However, to obtain average bit 
produce an approximation of the original picture. cx- error bit probability on the order of 10 for com
cept for any lost source blocks due to errors in the pressed data the required increase in EJN is about 3 
transmission The RS decoder 25, the data decompres- db higher which corresponds to a reduction in trans
sor 27 and the data processor 29, are located at a cen- mission rate by a factor of about two under only ideal 
tral data processing center 30, such as the one pres- conoitons Thus, a net gain cannot be obtained from 
ently existing for processing data received from prior the data compression and the Jupiter/Saturn channel 
space missions unless the average compression factor (CF) exceeds 

It should be appreciated that the arrangement shown approximately two However, under practical operat
in FIG 1 is a concatenated RS-Viterbi channel or s s- 55 tag conditions, as will be described hereinafter, in 
tern for communicating compressed data from a space- which a - wmuch higher EdN is required to obtain 
craft. It is conceded that such a channel is discussed in very low bt error probability on the order of 10- 0 
reference C However, therein the channel was only Furthermore, in the Juptter/Saturn channel with rela
analyzed under ideal conditions (a =o). Also in refer- tively low values of a, bit error probability on the order 
ence C no consideration was given to the usefulness of of 10- or less is not even obtainable, except with ex
the channel to transmit compressed data under any tremely large EbNo. This will become apparent from 
conditions the discussion in connection with FIG. 10. 

The great advantage of the channel to transmit corn- The reason that the Jupiter/Saturn channel is not 
pressed data will become apparent from the following efficient for data compression communication is due to 
discussion on which the invention is based The aiscus- 65 the fact that its performance curve is not steep enough. 
sion may be facilitated by considering compressed That is. to lower F6 from 5 X I0-3 to about 10- re
image data. As hereinbefore suggested let it be as- quires a large increase in E./N, Another important 

_, u edthat the data source 10tsone providing astream point is the general random distribution of individualastrea 
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bit errors in the Jupiter/Saturn channel at low F5 values 
on the order of 10-0. Consequently, if the Jupiter/-
Saturn channel were used, due to the random distribu-
ion of the individual bit errors, the reconstructed pic-
ture would look as shown in FIG. 2 with the black 
source blocks being lost blocks, which in most cases 
would be unacceptable If should thus be appreciated 
that one desired property of the channel is that for a 
gven average error probability, the errors occur in 
bursts For example, if as shown in FIG. 4, which is 
similar to FIG 2, the eight errors were to occur in one 
source block since the first error in the compressed 
source block causes all the damage, the other seven 
errors are of no consequence and therefore an the re-
constructed picture the eight errors will only cause the 
loss of a single source block 

The proposed solution to this problem is provided by 
the insertion of the RS coder 14 in the spacecraft and 
the RS decoder 25 on the ground A key to the simplic-
ity of this configuration is that the RS decoder need not 
be inserted in each DSN station and only one such 
decoder 25 is needed at the central data processing 
center 30. The RS encoder 14 can be considered to-
gether with the data compressor 12 as the source en-

-

5 

coding unit, and the RS decoder 25 as part of the data 25 
processing center, with the communication channel 
being the Jupiter/Saturn channel (Viterbi channel with 
K=7. 1-2) However, to demonstrate that the addition 
of the RS coding and decoding offers a solution for the 
communication ofcompressed data the purpose is bet-
ter se ed by regarding the RS coder and decoder as 
part of the concatenated RS-Viterbi channel or system. 

As is appreciated by those familiar with RS coders 
and as diagrammed in simple form in FIG. 5, let it be 

8 
The first exhibits a slight performance advantage in the 
transmission of compressed data whereas the second 
offers an advantage in memory requirements for the 
onboard RS coder 14. In both cases we,will assume an 
interleaver depth, 1=--16 

INTERLEAVE A 
A diagram illustrating Interleave A is shown in FIG 

7. The consecutive numbers 1, 2 ... , 3568 denote 
labeling of consecutive RS information symbols which 
are to be interleaved and coded into 16 RS codewords 
These symbols correspond to the compressed data 
grouped into eight bit symbols) as it would enter the 

RS coder 14 from data compressor 12. We call this 
sequence of bits an Information Code Block to distin
guish it from a Code Block which also includes parity 
symbols The length of an Information Code Block is 
' 16) (223)= 3.568 RS symbols or (8) (3568) 28,544 
bits 

The crosshatched regions specify which RS informa-
Zion symbols belong to each of the 16 codewords As 
specified, the first 223 form the information symbols of 
codeword 1, the second 223 information symbols be
long to codevord 2, and so on Without interleaving 
these symbols along with their 32 panty symbols, 

ould be transmitted over the Jupiter/Saturn channel 
in the order in which they appear Thus a particularly 
'ong burst of errors from the Viterbi decoder would 
tend to affect the symbols of only one codeword With 
Interleave A the order of RS information symbol trans
mission is ( I. 224,..., 3346), (2, 225,... ,3347),. 

.(223, 446,..., 3568). That is, the first symbol from 
codeword 1, the first symbol from codeword 2,..., the 
first symbol from codeword 16, the second symbol 

assumed that J[2J - (1+2E)] information bits from a 3- from codeword 1,and so on The parity symbols would 
source, such as compressor 12, are received The result 
of the coding operation is a codeword of 2' - I RS 
symbols of which the first 2 - ( 1+2E) are RS informa-
tion symbols, representing the incoming information 
bits, and the remainder of the codeword is filled with A' 
2E panty symbols An RS symbol (whether information 
or panty) is in error if any of the J bits making up the 
symbol are in error. E represents the number of cor-
rectable RS symbol errors in an RS codeword. That is, 

follow in the same manner. With this arrangement it 
should be clear that a burst oferrors that spans k 16 
RS symbols (128 bits) will be distributed among k dif
ferent codewords. 

Since the information symbol 3346 in the 16th sym
ol to be transmitted, memory for the complete Infor

mation Code Block must be provided in addition to 
that required for panty symbol generation However, 
with present day technology this much working mem

if E or less RS symbols ma codeword are an error in any 4- ory today is really insignificant For example, Ad
way, the RS decoder will be capable of correcting %ancedPioneer mission planners are presently assum
them FIG. 6 is a diagram of the basic RS codeword ing at least 10' bits of working memory. Single solid 
structure for J", E= 6, formed for a stream of 1784 state chips are available off the shelf with 4096 bits of 
information bits entering the RS coder 14. random access memory. However, we point out that 

To make the most effective use of the power of RS 5 0-the second interleave method, Interleave B,does offer 
coding when concatenated with Viterbi decoded con-
%olutionalcodes requires interleaving This is because 
of the burstmness in error events experienced by Viterbi 
decoders at values of Eb./N0 of interest (between 2 0 
and 2 5 db) Without interleaving Viterbi decoder 55 
burst error events would tend to occur within one RS 
codeword That one codeword would have to correct 
all of these errors Thus, over a period of time there 
would be a tendency for some codewords to have "too 
many" errors to correct (i e, greater than 16, when 60 
E=16) while the remaining codewords would have"too 
few" (i e, much less than 16). This situation does not 
make effective use of the capabilities of the RS coding 
The effect of interleaving is to spread these bursty error 
events over many codewords so that the RS decoder 
tends to work uniformly hard on all the data 

Two methods of interleaving will be investigated 
here We will call them Interleave A and Interleave B 

Reproduced from ) 
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an advantage in this area by requiring memory only for 
the panty symbols 

If 16 or less RS symbols of a codeword are in error 
before entering the RS decoder, then all information 
symbols of that codeword leaving the decoder will be 
correct No decoding error is made On the other hand, 
if more than 16 RS symbols of a particular codeword 
aremin error beforedecoding, then adecodingerror will 
occur and the output information symbols may have 
many errors If we interpret FIG. 7 as describing an 
output Information Code Block we see that the effect 
of a decoding error on a particular codeword is con
strained to the corresponding crossbatched region for 
that codeword Thus, for Interleave A the effect of an 
RS decoding error is confined to consecutive symbols 
A.n RS decoding error will appear as a burst of errors of 
up to 223 symbols in length (1784 bits). Earlier we 
pointed out that this bursty property is desirable for the 
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transmission of ccmpresed datia \e AIll see that it is 
the relativel) g-eater burstmess of Interleave A over 
Interleave B that gives Interleave A a slight perform-
ance advantage 

INTrERLEA%E B 
Before invest gating the spec fic effects of RS code-

word errors on zcmpresaed dina, xg need to establish 
the basic struc--re of Interleave B I his is shown in 
FIG 8. Again &e consecuti e 1er.1ser 1,2.... 3568 
denote the labu ni )I L.ns. . ie mforwation yrn-
bols Also asim iG 7, the cro--natcned regions %ueciy 
which reformat - symbols I'Lhong o each of the 16 
codewords N' that for ,acn codeword, adjacent 
symbols are ser_-ted b;h15 ..- 'r ,mbols in the Infor- 15 
mation Code Bc.x For e a,- e te ntormation s mn-
bols for codec-a I are nade t o of :nformation Code 
Block Symbols ".33 .....- 553 As indicated by the 
arrows, the or.er of transnt sston ot RS information 
symbols (over --e Jupiter/Saturn channel) is exactly 
the same wam "-ey appear ', the _ntonnation Code 
Block 1, 2,.. , 16, 17..... 3 cS Parity symbols 
would follow r '-e same manr.r It ie-s to see that 
this accomplhs.:. 'he de5,red ,n'ericaving (e g, a burit 
error event fro- a , terbi dec ter ',ould have to span 
symbols 2 thrc-=q 16 ai erter o aisecz adjacent sm-
bols l and 17., : odevord I , "IAunaLtion this ordenng 
means that no -emory .s reoaired ,or the Complete 
Information C--e Black, sina .!ijzta can be trans-
mitted, uncharnea s it arr.'es fron data compre~sor ' 
12. Thus, sjgn.-.r.ty less matrcv , required for this 
form of interle; ng 

Just as we c a n FG 7 we .n r:erpret FIG 8 as 
describing an t-:put Inform.. ,n Cide Block so that, 35 
as before, the e'-"t A a v.ccmg .-r. :r on a particular 
codeword is sZT. fled y t1w .sr- r.ad egions tot 
that codewore -uke i -e .:ote that thesek.c:'ez'e\ 
crosshatched -z..ns ar2 bn. :.- .xianojt Pe m,'or-
mation Code . aa:herc.'i LO,.irared a a con-
secutive string :f 223 symoo,' The consequences ot 
this spread-out -inl be seen latc-

The choice :: nterleawer '=hl .vas selected to 
achieve statistc.. indcpeidc.' ' hetcen RS symbols 

With ir denoting the a'ezge probabilit> of an RS 
symbol error leaving the N terbi decoder (group of 
eight bits), the probability of an RS codeword error 
(using Interleave A or B) is given by 

rmoftthanlit 
P' =P. 3odcpendent S ri t1) 
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Thus P,, is determined enti-ejl by ir The term zr can 
be determined by directly :-omtorng the correctness 
or incorrectness of RS symbts emanating from simu
lated Viterbi decoders at vanous signals to noise ratios, 
or from Viterbz burst error statistics to obtain the same 
results A pertormance curve , PRs vs E/N0 ) which was 
dernied from Equation (1) nd the experiments which 
p-oduced the Natious values -,f7, is shown in FIG. 3, 
under which ideal conihtier a= ) are assumed 

The effect of a codeword zr"or on compressed data 
in the lorm of source blocks Al1 now be discussed using 
the above referred to exarp e for source blocks That 
is. attention is restricted to ;ource blocks originating
from 4096 pxcls (e g. 64 [, 64 pixel arra)sj Herem
before .)was defined as tre number of bits of corn
pressed data representing a source blocks, and R.m 5 

the number ot bits of4096 pixels representing a source 
block uithout compression \,ith eight bits/pixel Re" a 

= 8 x 4096 However, the rumber of bits of a corn
pressed source block, e,e R.' clearly depends on the 
compres.ion factor. CF 

FIC 9 illustrates the effect of an individual RS code
-kord 2rror on sequences of compressed source blocks 
whcn Interleae A is emplovec At the top of the figure 
'b-hown an output Inform=on Code Block in much 
he same manner as 'n FIG 7. The subsequences of 
decede nmmration bits for each of the 16 codewords 
are mdhcateo by the parentbees and are labeled from I 
to 16 Each subsequence is :V-4 bits long for a total of 
28.344 bits The numoer of compressed source blocks 
making up the 28,544 bits depends on the distribution 

of individual cevords bei:ce ,.ecoding'" That an 45 of compiessed source bloc, rates, R. That is, how 
interleaver dep= of Io 15suffic ent to make any depen- man) bits it takes to represe-n each compressed source 
dencies negl z e for our spec0fc concauenated coding block We will look at the simpler case in which each 
system is high . 2auslIle Er r bursts from a Vitcbi compressed source block -i the sequence as repre
decoder excee ze1--) hits, , S svmhols) are .x- semed b. a fixd number of bits. 
tremely unlike. "or fl K=7 =2 ede for EgNo values Shown immediately below the Information Code 
aslowas l4ct- <1O-3j ltwaanmarilvsuchobsera- Block in FIG 9 is a seque-ce of compressed source 
tionswhich lei "hoose IA'.oiao.ith the tact that blocks vmch each require 1" 4 bits This isequivalent 
16 isa power - This cb-ce vould seem to even be to about 0435 bitswpixel (CF=20) assuming4096 pixel 
overdoing it for :ne specific code oi the JupitertSaturn source blocks Each compressed source block is mdi
channel, paruc.:arly under rommat phase coherent 55 cated by brackets Note that the start of the first RS 
receiver conc -ons (for v.hico our interests %ill be 
restricted to \ *erbi decoder E \, .aues greater than 
about 2db) Pe:haps the major point to kaep in mind is 
that even dour ng interleaver depth to 32 does not 
severely Impact the implementation of either coder or 
decoder 

We will cornrue with the assumption that enough 
interleaving Is rovided to make the assumption of 
independent RS .-mbol error events a valid one An 
interleaver dernn ot no more t ,an 1=1 bshould be com- 65 
pletely adequa:e ,i this sense From a more prayticul 
point of view i= t,may not he -ecessary If desired 1=8 
may be choser 

I- Reproduced _ from 
best availabe copy. j 

codeword Is not (necessanl) synchronous with the 
start of acompressed source block. Thus, the Informa
tion Ctde Block contains data from 17 compressed 
source blocks 

Below this example are shoun several suilar illustra
tius for increasing comrrsed source block rates 
(lower .ompression factors, starting with average rates 
of 0 75 bits/pixel and increasing up to 4 0 bits/pixel. 
Note that because of the increasing number of bits to 
represent a compressed so'ce block the Information 
Code Block represents fewer and fewer source blocks 
At four bits/pixel a compressed source block is over 
16,000 bit, long so that an RS Information Code Block 
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only "overlaps" t,,o or three compressed source pixels making up a total of 64 so_-z blocks as in h. 
blocks example of I-IG 2. Using equatc- 3 ve can then sa. 

To investigate the e'fect of an RS code%ord error, we that, on the awerage, a source b'o:, crror e~ent Vouid 
restate some earlier results and assumptions First we occur ever) 
assume that if any error occurs in a compressed source 5 
block, that complete source block is lost but no more V, ("s) 1

1
6 4 

) pictura 14, 

We add to this by assmnmg that if an RS codeword is in 
error after decoding. all decoded irformaion bits are Equation 4 is exauated for sr,-e. alues of P:, in 
in error for that code .ord Finally %e recall from FIG Table 2 
7 that when Interlea- e A is used, the effect of a code- Table 2 
word error is constr ,Ped to a consecuti'e sequence of • %umr llPicture, RtOtLUt sOL - Block arrS 

information bits (s'ncols) In FIG 9 these potential N5 (Eq 4) = A crat' \u-h~r o Pictures 

error sequences are 'nose enclosed by parentheses and Sourtr BUso BuLW.Lo S.i'ce - .. Ericr icnls 
labeled I to 16 In FIG 9 it is assumed that codeword B utsPXLi P - P 2 Pa- a) 

4 was in error By ":ur assumptions abo'e. any corn- 15 136 136 

pressed source block Ahich is represented by this se- 33=0 6 s 

quence ofwrong bits is lost In FIG 9 this corresponds 20 14 1" 34 
to any compressed source block ,hich falls in the 40 17 FI 

crosshatched region Inall cases we obserxe the follow- *sour Blok contains , I 4096 pixels 

ing. using Interleave A the number of source blocks 'PcirureSrre 512 by 12 e.i( 4 .iu e 
... Prob,-hlityufin RS odewaod rror 

lost due to an RS codeword error is I or 2 
To obtain similar results for Interleave B,we recall 

from FIG 8 that %hen a single RS codeword errors FromTable litisseen that wth he choie of Ps= .

occurs the effect is scread uniformlh across the cor- 10-' and a source block rate of 1, s/pikel. typically 

only ; out of 17 pictures would %ae any degraationplete lInformation Code Block Thus the tpical num- 25 
her of lost source blocs in simply the number of com- due to the channel That is, the ovaWiy of 16 out cf 17 

pressed source blocks represented by the Information pictures would be controlled sole - oy the characteris-

Code Block Extendirg our earlier obsertations using tics ot the particular data compre-- on operation T-:pi-

FIG.9 results in a summary comparison of Interleave A cally, every 17th picture would surer the loss of one or 
two source blocks with Interlea'e A.or two or threeand B in Table 1 
source blocks with Interleave B 

Table I Decreasing the source block 'a:e (increasing the 
Conpartai of Interleave Me:ods compression factor) lengthens *-e interval betpeen 

Error Event source block error events Specifcz iv, with P.,- 10-' 
T.picaINo ofLobt 35 and a source block rate ot0435 cs,pxel, we see that 

Source Blocks du to typically only I out of 136 p;ctures -ould have an%loss 
Rate of Compressed Rate in PS Mcrd Error 

Source Block Bits! Ineriea e Interieave in quality ,ssociated with the cr-nnel. Every 136th 
in Bits Pixel A a picture or so vould suffer te loss -tone or two source 
1,784 =0435 i or2 15 or 16 blocks if Interleave A were usec 3r 16 to 17 source 
40968192 i0 for,2 9or 10 Table 1).20 'or 2 5.,6 blocks if Interleave B were used ,ee 
16384 4 0 I or 2 2 or 6 From the performance curve oi the concatenated 

RS-Viterbi system, shown in FIG 3 and designated by
•somnceblock contain 4056 Pris. 44, it is seen that for Pnq= 10-4 the iignal-to-noise ratio
 

Eb/N is on the order of 2 6 db DLe to the steepness of
 
The discussions just completed describe the effect of 45 the curve, changing Ps by an orzcr of magnitude re

individual RS codew ord errors in terms of lost source quires only a change in E.,/N0 of atcut 0 I db. Thus, the
 
blocks The next question to address is the determina- selection of the highest acceptanie 'alue of P,, as the
 
ion of the largest %alue of Ps for which the overall value of RS codeword error prcz'aolity, below which
 

impact of these error events is considered negligible the effect of lost source blocks car cc considered negh-

More simply, how eften can we let these error events -gible for both interleave methos- .s not critical For
 
occur purposes of discussion Pas = Ili' is selected as the 

With an RS codeword error rate gnven by Pm. on the highest act~eptable value
 
average, a source bloci error event would occur every Before iompanng the two -erformance curves,
 
I/P"s RS codewords shown in FIG 3, attention is gi'en to the use of the
 

But the number of source blocks per RS codeword is 55 channel to transmit uncompressea data, generally re

given by ferred to as uncompressed PCM When an RS code
word error occurs during the transmission of uncom

r = (1784 mformaion basIRS word,IR/ bits/- pressed PCM, the result is a burs: of errors extending 
sources {
blacks) 
 over 1784 bits using Interleave A or spread more thinly 

over 28,544 bits using Interleave B_ Ifwe assumed eight
Thus, on the average a source block error even would 


bits/pixel for each PCM sample, t-en these error bursts
 
occur every would occur typically once even eight pictures or so If 

Ns,='yfpasoure blocks (3) Pes = I0- Any imagined advantage to accepting a 
higher frequency of these error busts in order to m-

To carry this point further to a situation which is 65 crease transmission rate should be tempered by the fact 
more readily visualized, assume that our 4096 pixel that changing Pns by an order c magnitude requires 
source blocks are 64 by 64 pixel arrays Further, as- only 0.1 db Consequently, the m.,,gnficant increase in 
sume that the frame size for a picture is 512 by 512 transmission rate will result in error bursts occuring 
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13 more frequently For example, increasing Ps to 0-3 

would result in an error burst which would occur cnce 
in every picture Therefore, Pms = 10- 4 is also chosen as 
the maximum RS codeword error probability below 
winch degradation to uncompressed PCM data can be 
considered negligible 

Attention is again directed to FIG 3 in which the 
performance curves for the Jupiter/Saturn channel 
(Viterbi channel with K=7, .'=2) and the concaterated 
RS-Viterbi system (with .J=8, E=16, K=7, w.=2) are 
diagrammed It should be recalled that for uncom-
pressed PCM data, transmitted over the Jupiter/Saturn 
channel, Y&= 5 x 10- 3 is the approximate value of 
average bit error probability below which the effect 
due to errors can be considered negligible This corre-
sponds to an E,/N, of 2 6db Similarly, as previously 
assumed for both compressed or uncompressed data 
transmitted on the concatenated RS-Viterbi channel 

=Ps 10' is a reasonable choice of RS codeword error 
probability below which any effects due to the channel 
can be considered negligible This also corresponos to 
an EbN. of approximately 2.6db Thus, it should be 
appreciated that uncompressed data on the Jupiter/-
Saturn channel and both compressed and uncom-
pressed on the concatenated RS-Viterbi channel can be 
transmitted at about the same rate with negligible deg-
radation due to channel errors It should be pointed out 
that hereinbefore worst case assumptions for the error 
sensitivity of compressed data were made Namely. it 
was assumed that any (one or more) source blocks 
contained in any RS codeword in error cannot be cot-
rected and that all compressed data contained in such 
source blocks is lost Therefore, the above statement 
that for compressed data, transmitted on the concate-
nated channel, P,,,= 0 is a reasonable choice of RS 35 
word error probability below which any effects due to 
the channel can be considered negligible, applies to 
virtually any data compression technique. 

From the foregoing, it is thus seen that in accordance 
with the present invention the concatenated RS-V iterbi 40 
channel is used to communicate compressed data with-
out having to give up significant transmission rate as 
compared with the transmission rate required to trans-
mt uncompressed data with the Jupiter/Saturn channel 

concatenated RS-Vterbi channel without sacrifice of 
transmission rate has not been realized nor discussed 
by any of the prior art references 

It should be appreciated that any scientific mission to 
the planets will include data other than that pro%ided SO 
by imaging experiments This includes both general 
science and engineering measurements Some of this 
data is considered much more sensitive to channel 
errors than uncompressed ICM imaging data This 
imposes difficulties when the JupaterlSaturn channel is 55 
employed, as is proposed for the Jupiter/Saturn mis-
sions As we discussed for compressed data, just a few 
errors can severely degrade a complete block of sci-
ence data for some experiments. It is quite clear that 
the transmission of such 

-
data over the Jupiter/Saturn 

channel at a 5 X 10 3 average bit error rate produces 
totally unacceptable degradation. A "cleaner" channel 
is required for this data 

During cruise operations, when science and engi-
neering data totally monopolize the telecommunica-
tions channel, an acceptable but not desirable alterna-
live is provided by simply lowering the transmission 
rate (increasing E/N,) until the error rate is low 

Reproduced from 
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enough As seen from FIG 3, decreasing the transmis
sion rate bN a factor of two on the Jupiter/Saturn chan

-nel vill reduce the average bit error rate from 5 x 10
to about I0- 6, and this is only under assumed ideal 

5 conditions (a = -) However, during a close planetary 
encounter general science and engineering data must 
"share 'the channel with imaging data Imaging experi
ments are typically allocated between 80 and 90 per
cent of the total transmission capability during such 

10 encounters Reducing the transmission rate by a factor 

15 

of tao to obtain very low error rate is clearly unaccept
able for uncompressed PCM imaging experiments, 
since the, only require bit error rates in the vicinity of 
5 X 10- 3 The presently proposed solution to this prob
lem for the Jupiter/Saturn Manner missions is to put 
additional error protection on the general science and 
engineering data using a modified Golay block code. 

Houe~er. from the foregoing discussion and the per
formance curve of the concatenated RS-Viterbi chan

20 	nel shoun in FIG 3, it should be apparent that the 
concatenated RS-Viterbi channel is ideally suited to 
the general requirements of science and engineering 
data This is the case since with the concatenated RS-
Viterbi channel very low error rates, needed to trans

25 	 mit general science and engineering data, are attain
able %iithout a substantial increase of Eb/N0 With J=8 
and E= 16 all data can be transmitted through the sys
tern at an o'erall EdNo of 2 6 or 2 7 db with negligible 
degradation due to errors It should also be noted that 

30 	 it is possible to apply data compression to general set
once and engineering data without worrying about a 
disastrous effect from errors Clearly, as sen from FIG 
3, by a .er small increase in Ea/N on the order of 
about i 2 db the system can operate with a codeword 

-error probability of 10 6 which would satisfy all science 
and engineering data and be more than enough for the 
imaging data 

As pre'iously pointed out, the performance-curves 
shown in FIG 3 are for assumed ideal conditions in 
which earner phase is exactly known, i e., a= w How
ever, under actual operating conditions, a phase locked 
loop, tracking a noisy received signal, will generally 
provide a phase reference for the demodulator which is 
imperfect. i e , a - - This causes a degradation in 

alone The ability to transmit compressed data with the 45 system performance. The effect of decreasing a on the 
Viterbi channel has been analyzed in reference B and is 
diagrammed therein on page 845, for K=7, s=2 Some 
of the curves from reference B are shown in FIG. 10 for 
the Viterbi channel for a = 0, a = 15db, a = 12db and 
a = 10db These curves are designated by numerals 
51-54. respectively, It has been appreciated and as 
seen from FIG 10 in the Viterbi channel as a decreases 
to obtain a low bit error probability, higher and higher 
Es/N, is required For example, for a bit error probabit
ity of 10-

4 a change in a from 15db to 12db requires a 
change from about E5/N of 4 4db to about 8db, which 
corresponds to a reduction in transmission rate by 
about a factor of 2 

The effect of decreasing a on the concatenated RS-
Viterbi system has never been analyzed in the prior art. 
From a first impression it would seem that a similar 
effect %ould occur in the concatenated RS-Viterbi 
system That is, at low codeword error probability on 
the order of 10-4 the needed Eb/No would increase 

65 	greatly from that required for a = mcas a decreases, in 
a relationship proportional to that experienced in the 
Viterb channel alone. That is, from a first impression 
one vould assume that for a codeword error probabil-

A
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ity on the order of 10-4 as a changes from - to lower 
values. e g., 15db or 12db the required EbINO would 
increase by about 4db, which would reduce transmis-
sion rate by a large factor. It is reasonable to assume 
that based on such first impression the use of the con- 5 
catenated RS-Viterbi system was never considered by 
others for the transmission of compressed data. How- 
ever, a careful analysis shows that this is not the case 
That is, the analysis shows that in the concatenated 
RS-Viterbi channel the increase in ES/N 0 due to a re- I 
duction in a from wto reasonable values is quite small 
for codeword error probabilities of interest. 

With a conventional code of K=7. ;-2 in order to 
obtain a codeword error probability Pus = 10' the 
Viterbi decoder operates in the region where its aver- 15 on the order ,.f5 x 10 .Furthermore, the concate
age bit error probability P5 is on the order of 1150. In 
this region of operation the change inrequired system's 
ES/N is very small due to changes of a. For example 
the change in E/No-from a = w to a = 15db in the 
Viterbi channel at P = I/50 is on the order of about 20 
0 ldb It is by this amount that the performance curve 
for the concatenated RS-Viterbi system is shifted at PiRs 

-
= 10 1when a changes from - to 15db. In FIG. 10 the 
performance curves of the concatenated system for 
different values of a are designated by lines 55-58. In 25 
the operating region of the Viterbi decoder (Pb = 1/50) 
fo a change of a from - to 10db the ES/N 0 difference is 
about 1 2db Thus, for the concatenated RS-Viterbi 
system at PRs = 10-4 the shift would be from 2.6db to 
3 8db However, for a change in a from - to 12db in 3 

-
the concatenated RS-Viterbi system for Pas= 10 the 
increase in ES/N, is only about 0.3 (from 2 6db to about 
2 9db 


For these curves the points for Pss = 10- for differ-
ent values of a were calculated based on the shift in the 35 
'iterbi curves in the approximate operating region of 

rate P,about I 50 for the Viterbi decoder bit error 

needed to produce a codeword error probability of 

10 ' The rest of the curves 55-58 were interpolated-


As seen from FIG 10 the Viterbi curves are practically :-
parallel from about Pa of 8 X 10-3 and up Thus, the 
curves 55-58 are reasonably accurate down to at least 
a codeword error probability of Pjs Iteen1= t 

It should be pointed out that at much lower code-
%ord error probabilities for which the Viterbi decoder 45 ably both codes can be onboard the spacecraft in en

operating region is at a bit error probability Pb,where coder 16 (see FIG 1). When code K=7, %c-3is used in 
-3


the Viterbi curves ae no longer parallel, e.g., F= 10 , the concatenated RS-Viterbi system one can expect an 
= the performance curves for the concatenated RS- improvement of about 0 4 to 0.5db of Ed/N, at Ps 

\ iterbit systems would also tend to fan out and would 10-4 

no longer be parallel. However, such low codeword ! , Although particular embodiments of the invention 

error probabilities are not required for the transmission 
of compressed data, either image data or data derived 
from general engineering or scientific experiments. 
Thus, in the regions of interest for the present invention 
the performance curves of the concatenated RS- f5 
Viterbi system are reasonably assumed to be parallel as 
shown in FIG. 10. more importantly, it is seen that at 
the region of interest, namely Ps =-I0-', the difference 
in required ES/NO from ideal conditions (a = w) to 
non-ideal conditions, such as a = 12db is very small, 6') 
eg 0.3db. Furthermore, it is seen that the perform-
ance curves are quite steep and therefore a change in 
P" by an order of magnitude requires a minimal 
change on the order of 0.1db in ES/1N 

-
Hereinbefore Pas= 10 4was assumed as the value of 6'5 
RS codeword error probability below which the effect 
of lost source blocks can be considered negligible, 
Clearly, if P. = I0-5were chosen the increase in the 
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rquired Eb'" ould be about 0.1db from 2.6db to 
: 7db for the :aceal case (a==) or from about 2 9db to 
about 3db for a = 12db. Recalling the foregoing equa
-ions and Table 2, vitth PRs= 10o-with a source block 
rate of 4 0 bAts pixel only I out of every 170 pictures 
iould ha%c a,:. degradation due to the channel 

From the foregoing it is thus seen that since the per
formance curneN of the concatenated RS.Viterb sys
ter are steep and parallel even down to very low 
t 10-6) codeord error probabilities, the RS-Viterbi 
system is particularly suited to transmit compressed 
imaging data -z EwN, values (2 6- 3.0db) which are on 
the order of the EhN 0 required for transmitting non
compressed image data with a bit error probability PK 

-


nated RS-Viteroi system can be used to transmit scien
tific and engineering data at sufficiently low error prob
atlities without requiring additional coding, such as 
that provided b> the Golay coder, as hereinbefore dis
cussed In addition, it should be stressed that if desired, 
-he system can be used to code and transmit non-com
pressed data 

Herembetore the concatenated RS-Viterbi system 
as been descr'red in connection with .=8,E=16, and 

,12 It !hould be appreciated that other code 
parameters can D employed. As is knownJ defines thee 
-umber ofbits:rer RS symbol. Since the memory of any 
mem inb tserss ued'inc o etry fao 

modem ncomputer is structured in powers of two, 
a ofh sze most common, thebete of eight-bits the 

hto of J8 seems to beapreferred one fordecoding 
appiatios An RS code of =8, E8 may offer certain 
advantages o der-8. E= 6. The equation for computa-

E2ion load per ,devvord is dominated by an term 
Thus, by reducing E from 16 to 8 higher decoding rates 
can be achiees As to the convolutional code, it was 

--2 since this code is
described intrms of K-7 and 

expected to he implemented in the Jupiter/Saturn 
channel for 'he ruture Jupiter/Saturn exploration mis
ions Hovse, er. the invention is not intended to be 

limited thereto Other convolutional codes may be used 
such as K7, =3 which offers an improvement be

0.3 and 0 5db over the K=7, u'=2 code, with 
improvements largest at higher values of N Conceiv

have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog
nized that modifications and variations may readily 
occur to those skilled in the art and consequently, it is 
intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
modifications and equivalents. 

What is claimed is
1. In a communication system for communicating 

data from a first station to a second station, the ar
rangement comprising 

Reed Solomon coding and interleaving means in a 
first station adapted to receive data and code it into 
I interleaved Reed Solomon codewords, each code
word containing 2 - (I + 2E) Reed Solomon in
formation symbols and 2E parity symbols, each 
symbol being J bits long, I, J and E being integers; 

convolutional encoding means in said first station 
and characterized by a constraint length definable 
as K and a code rate definable as /u,, for encoding 
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the coded output of said Reed Solomon coding and S. The arrangement as desribed in claim I wherein 
interleaving means, P-8, E=16, K=7, P=2 and I is less than 16 but not less 

transmitter means in said first station for transmitting than 8. 
the output of said convolut,onal encoding means to 6. The arrangement as desznbed in claim I %herem 
a second station, 5 8, E---16, K=7 and =-2. 

receiver means at said second station for receiving 7. The arrangement as der.bed in claim 6 %herein 
1-16.sinal transmitted by said transmitter means, 

Viterbisignalsdecoding meanseasaat said second station, re- craft8. Atomethoda data ofprocesigcommun::anngcenter ondata from a spaceadsonsttnr-	 Earth, the steps 
sponsive to the output of said receiver means for ca orsstngh.
 
decoding the receiver means output to provide an gatherig data in a spaecft.
 

output which is related to the output of said Reed compressing the gathered i said spacecraft.
daat 

Solomon coding and interleat ing means supplied in coding the compressed data insaid spacecraft i a 

said spacecraft,aid to conolutionaI ecoding concatenated Reed Solomon-Viterbi coding chan
means, 15 net, comprising a Reed Solomon coder and inter-

Reed Solomon decoding and deinrerleaung means at leaver followed by a \ ;terbi convolutional en
said second station responsi'e to the output of said coder; 
Viterbi decoding means for deimerleaving said I transmitting to Earth the dzia coded by said concate-
Reed Solomon codeword4 and for decoding said noted Reed Solomon-Vrerbi coding channel, 
codewords to provide an output bubstantially cor- 20 receiving on Earth the coced data transmitted from 
responding to the data adapted to be supplied in said spacecraft; and 
said first station to arod Reed Solomon coding and decoding the received coced data, first b a Viterbi 
interleaving means, said L E I K and i being se- decoder followed by a Reed Solomon decoder and 
lected to pro%ide a Reed SdAormon codeword error deinterleaver. the parameters E,J and Iofthe Reed 

I probabality. definable as r,-. " Inch is rot greater As Solomon portion of tl'e =oding channel and the 
than a preselected value for a preselected system parameters K and vtof tre Viterbi portion of said 

s E JN, in db; channel being selected to nrovide a Reed Solomonsignal-to-noise ratio, definable
data means iii said first station for gathering data .and 	 Probability definablecodewordPus being averagenot greatererror:-an l0-* with a system'sas 

a 0-4 w i ng befor providm an output representing said data as a s g-not rat e 
stream of bits. 30 signal-to-noise ratio, definable as E.JN,. being be

tween 2 and 3db, J representing the number of bitsdata compression means in said first station for com- per Reed Solomon symbci. E representing one-half 
pressing the aata-representns stream of bits from the number of Reed Scomon panty symbols, I 
said data means into a tream ot oits representing representing the number of interleaved Reed Solo
blocks ofdaa. definable as sourte olocks, the a~er- mon codewords, and '.-ere K represents the con
age number of bits represennrg each ,ource block straint length of the Vie-m encoder and 1/v is the 
being less than the numrr of bIts provided b3 said code rate. 
data means for the correpondite source block. 9. The method as described m cham 8 wherein said 

means in said '-irstbtation for nupp :mt the ;ts repre- data is imaging data representmg a two dimensional 
senting sma source blocks *tomsai Jaw compres- 4 array of t by x picture lenents, definable as pixels, 
Sion means to saud Reed Sciomun decoding and each pixel an said first strea=,, ofbits being represented 
interleaving means; and by y bits, said pixels beingseparable into source blocks, 

data de-comprebsion means at ba-d second station each source block comprising an array of: by z pixels 
responsive 'to the output of bald Rced Solomon whereby m y(zi), where in s an integer, representing 

decoding and interleaving means for providing 45 the number of bats per source blocks, 
m fr said entire array of x by x nixels being divsible intodeoutpuda t an approximations of the data 2output data nn 	 xdhichsource blocks, the mibits representing eachsupplied to said data compression means prior to at source block being compressed so that the average 

being compressed therein number of bits represerung each source block in 
2. The arraniement as described in claim I %herein said second stream of bits is less than m 

Pus is not greater than 10- vhen E3 N, is in the range 50 10. The method as described an claim 8 %hlerein the 
between 	2 and 3db. parameters of the Reed Solcnon coding and interleav

3.The arrarg.iment as described ., claim I wherein ingmeansare-8.-E=16,=.6 andwherein the param
3.=8, E-16, K'- and z, .	 eters of the Viterba portiors of said channels are K=7 

4. The arrangement as described in claim I wherein and P=2
 
. . . *
,t--8, E-4, K= and t=3 	 35 * 

erouedfrm65 
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Ab~t, .ic t 

d.pime tat, Coitillt BAA blot, iit A)d imniagc
data comipression aigorithm, is pres nttd. In its 
principal rate controlled mode. image lines can be 
cad.d t ected r.tts by combining l)ra-ctial unj-
•tsal fnuoIu. coding techniques with block adap

ti%adtustmtntit, linear quantization. Compression 
of an) source data at selected ratLs of 3.0 bits/sample 
and abo~e can be expected to yield %,suaIimage qua]-
itl %tn imntictptiblt dLgrddation. Laci recon-
sIructie', will I LUli it the one-djmensional difference 
entrop% is below the selected compression rate. 

I he compressor can also be operated as a floating 
rate nois h s coder by simply not altering the input 
data quantization. In this case, the universal noise-
]ebb codei assures that the code rate is always close 
to the ontrop5 . 

Application of BARC image data compression to 
the Galileo orbiter mission of Jupiter is discussed. 

INTRODUCI ION 

This paper presents a one-dimensional Block 
Adaptie Rate Controlled (BARC) image data corn-
pression algorithm recently developed for applica-
tions having extremely high fidelity requirements 
such as archi%)ng and certain scientific investiga-
tions. This development is an outgrowth of earlier 
work involving both channel coding and image data 
compression, 

BARC will first be introduced in combination with 
a brief review of this related earlier work. Impor
tant functional and performance relationships will be 
described. Later sections will provide a more de-
tailed definition of BARC. 

AICS 

Information proccbsing research for dLep spdct
exploration evol'od into the concept of an Ad.antLtd 
lmaging Communication Sybtsm (AICbl bhowi. in 
Fig. 1l. 1 

AICS introduced a new approach to monochromic 
image data compression as well as a practical solution 
to the classic error sensititity problem of comlrtise d 
data. Th laitter bolution is providtd b1 concalt~,, 
zng an interleated Reed-Solomon (Rb) code with ilit 
familiar coni olutionaliy codud/Viterbi decodcd dat,, 
link. 12i,131 The combined channel results in virtu..l 
ly error free communication at the same data ritt i 
quired by the convolutional channel alone to pro\ id. 
an acceptable error rate for uncompressed imigin. 
(p0 a I0", t. Thus data rate does not need to bt 
lowered to achieve an error rate acceptablt to com
pressed data. Rat/fidtlit) tradeoffs inolhing puit
ly source coding concepts can be considered as end
to-endr communication system tradeofis. The bene
fits derived may similarly be considered as end-to
end benefits. The implications of this approach art 
far broader than the dtcp space communication prob
lem for which it was intended. 

RM2. The AICS concept introduced in Ref. I in
clujisan image compression algorithm called R\2. 
This technique provides a continuous fleibility to 
tradeoff rate vs. quality by allowing ant compression 
rate (bits/sample) to be selected on each image frant. 
Image quality is monotonically related to the bits/ 
sample used for coding. Thus a slightly higher bits! 
sample results in slightly better image reconstruction 

tAt this same signal-to-noise ratio. Eb/N 0 = 2.5 dB. 
uncoded PSK modulation would yield a bit error rate 
of about 1/50. 

SCIENCV/ENGINEERING CONCATENATE CHANNEL,P* C 10  AT - 2.5 M SCIENCE/ENGINUERING DATADATA I f "" 
SELECTAILE I 
COM PRESSION RATE RE-CONVOLUTIONAL- RED 

DTI ..... 
 2 - -...........
 

Fig 1. Advantced Imaging Communication System (AICS). 

Reproduced from 
best available copy. 
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(up to t.xct reconstructiun near the rate correspond-
ing to the dsffertntial entropy of thI data). Superior 
pl rfor.ict h.4%iv,,en observed ,itall coniprebbion 
rates an cumparison with standard adaptive tech-
niques (jdaptsne cosine. Hadamard. hybrid. etc.)14 

i h, RMJ rati control structure allowo a fixed but 
arbitrary number of bits to be used per image frame 
by using a globally adaptive procedure to allocate 
bits according to activity measures taken from sub
pictures throughout in image. High activity areas 
gcnerally rceLive higher allocations than low activity 
art',' Is, %0n ,1t. a (ulher roliivt'iiieii ui rate 
alluCtmi (and hcsi quality) can be simply obtained 
for selective "target" regions by-using pattern recog-
nition techniques to weight the naturally occurring 
activity Iatures.15J 

Futurt usc of AICS in deep spaca exploration and 
other applications is expected to yield significant 
improvem. nts in imaging information return capability 
over exiling imaging communication systems. 161 .Il1 

A Oac-Dimcnsional Algorithm 

ih systtcm constraints of several current applica-
ztions made it difficult to capitalit e on the broad range 

of belectablc performance options providtd by RM2. 
This led to the development of a simpler but related 
image compression algorithm aimed at satisfying these 
more rcstrictive performance and implementation 
rcquirLmeints. 

The rebulting one-dimensional Block Adaptive Rate 
Controlled (ISARtC) algorithm has many simlar func
tionul and pcrlormance characteristics. Functionally 
both algorithms allow arbitrary selectable compression 
rates but the RM2 two-dimensional structure gives it 
a broader range of useful options. That is, at high 
rates of 3.0 bit/sample and above the performance of 
Foth algorillhmnb is tcuivalent whereas at lower rates 
RM2 exhibits a decided advantage. On an absolute 
scale, degradation to visual image quality can be cx-
pected to be imperceptible at selected rates of 3.0 
bits/sample and above for virtually any source data. 

Both algorithms can be operated ais floating rate 
noiseless coders with code rates close to the data dif-
ferential entropy for all entropies above the neigh-
borhood of 0.7 bits/sample. 

Thus BARC basically provides the top end of the 
RM2 rate/quality performance range while needing 
only one-dimensional processing. The latter means 
that BARC is also applicable to other non-imaging 
forms of correlated data for which there are stringent 
fidelity requirements, 

BARC 

The operations illustrated in Fig. 2 are fundamen-
tal to the BARC algorithm. The primary rate con-
trolled mode, to be discussed later, is simply obtained 
by utilizing these operations in a closed loop fashion. 

Quantization 

Db(0) represents a sequence of K data samples
 
(e.g., 64) represented by m bits of linear quantiza-


*ifC.I.2.... UNIVERSAL 
.NOISELESS
 

COVER
 

i (O) 
QUANIZU, 

Fig. 2, Basic BARe Operations
 

Lion. l,(l). tI = 0. I, 2. ... represents the sant 
K samplcs of DIM after the linear 1uaiitation h.a 
been rLducel by bits. This is Simply accomplishedtI 

by a shift and round operation so that if x is a sampil 
of Di(0) then 1(x + Ct)/ 2til t,* 0 is the corrcspond
ing sample of D,(t,) (and ct ib a roundoff comatatl). 
An approximation to the original sample x can b,. ob
tained as A wheret 

., = 0 

() 

"t tt1 0 

Z
 

Noiseless Coding 

Applying the Universal Noiseless Code operator
 
,1 in Fig. 2 to Di(t.) yields the binary sequctc
 

4,B P1(t)(2) 

from which $(ti) can be reconstructed exactly (hence 
Lhe term noiseless coding). The original bsquencL 
DI(0) can be approximated using (1). 

To be useful. operator4zBgj. must also providc. a 
data representation which is efficient, Efficient 
noiseless coding means that the expected bits/sample 
required by 4o 1B (t,) I is close to some practical 
measure of the minimum _possible (while still alloting 
exact reconstruction of 13j(t)). For this problem this 
measure is of course the one-dimensional differential 
entropy. 

A great many practical noiseless coding problems 
can be partitioned into two distinct subproblems. 
The first, preprocessing, basically corresponds to 
specifying appropriate decorrelation and relabeling 
operations while the second corresponds to the as
signment of variable length codewords to the result-
Ing preprocessed data. 

Reversible prerocessini. For the specific imag
in& problem in the BARG development the 

preprocessing operations reduce to those shown in 
Fig. 3. Here RPI.j denotes the collective operations 
involved. These operations are reversiblu in that in
verse operations applied to the output will exactly re
construct the original input. 

frill. the integer part of p. 
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rig. 3. Ruversible Prupro~uLbing Operations 

As shown. differences between adjacent samples tensively treat this general problem, pro,:ding prnc
art first takti to yield An "approximately" memory- tical code operators which yield efficient performance 
Itss sequence of samples indicated individually by the in this sense for any entropy above zero. This is 

bymbul At ltvcdUtbc of conbidtrahle isun-blationdrity illustrated in fig. 4. Thest results arc extensions 
iti the data boureL and the possibility of adjustments and revisions of earlier work described in Ref. I0. 
in 1, significant variations in the entropy of A distri
butions can bt. expected. However, the A' %ill tend We will not elaborate on these techniques here. It 
to remain distributed about zero in a uni-modal lash- suffices to note that current breadboard verboulii. d 

= 
io, As a conctquencc, the following probability or- BARC employ code operator YJ.L, J 16 defined ii 

dcring of A values is consistently well approximated Refs. 8 and 9. Combining tFl-i with the reversibi 
preprocessing of Fig. 3. RP I1. completes th. deriii
tion of the BARC Universal (works on all entropy 

PrIA= 01I PrIA= +11 a PrfA= -Il a PrIA 
= +21 r . . . values) Noiseless Code Operator *BlJl shown in 

(3) Fig. 5. 

Rate Controlled ModeThus it is a simple matter to map the A's into the 
non-negative integers 6 = 0. 1. 2. ... such that with A block diagram describing the BARC rate con

pj = Pri 6 = i the following condition remains well trolled mode is given in Fig. 6. This mode provides 
Approxamatedt the ability to distribute a prescribed number of bits. 

N, over a one dimensional data sequence such as an 

a Pi a P 2 a.... (4) image line. The basic idea as to partition the inputP0 a P3 
data sequence into smaller data blocks (e.g., 64 sam
pies) and then use "activity measures" for these 

The original noiseless coding problem has been blocks to determine which blocks should receive re
reduced to the coding of an approximately memory- ductions in linear data quantization. The numbe. of 
less source with known symbol probability ordering reductions and their location is determined such that 
but with basically unknown values. That is, the en- a) when all the modified blocks are efficiently codtd 
tropy of 6 distributions can be expected to vary con- the number of bits used equals the number allowed 
siderably but without disturbing condition (4). Effi- for the Input data sequence, and b) reductions in 
cient coding means that the expected bits/sample quantizations are first applied to blocks of higher .ic
required remains close to this entropy for all the en- tivity (larger sample-to-sample variations). Subse
tropy values that may occur. Reference-sg and 9 ex- quent paragraphs will specify this approach in mor 

detail. 

tWe are basically taking differences from a prediction Let D represent a data sequence partitioned into n 

that the next sample will be the same as the last. In blocks of K samples 

most cases the improvements in performance from us
ing a more sophisticated one dimensional predictor 

= 
can be expected to be minor. D 1(0) 52(0) f3(0) ... (5) 

IThe entropy of the A or 6 distributions is. of 
course, the same. it corresponds to the one
dimensional entropy mentioned earlier and appearing and where Si(t) has already been defined as data 

5
in Fig. 2, defined by the familiar equation block 1 10) with each sample reduced in quantization 
-E;pj 102 Pj. by ti bits (see Eq. 1). 
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'4 Tht "activity" jar 1,(t.) is defined is' 

Estimated bits to 
,(t,) - code D,(i,) I" tntropy (,) 

CODES noiselesly using +131 
z FVAMANCE 

Then we have 

1Atimted 
a = a(0) = ) such that exact reconstruction (7) 

nn bits to code l1 of 

i=l Is possible 

ENTROPY If N bits have been allowed for the coding of 5 
and N > a. dummy bitlatually have to be ,added. 

Fig. 4. Universal Noiseless Coder Performance However, i a > N the bits needed to code b must 
somehow be reduced by 

a - N bits (b) 

r-----------
B observation, whenever the differential Lntropy 

for DY(t) is greater than about 3.5 bzts/samph.
: AE.) * I 

I (SEEEIEFS.9) - 1 

L-------------------J{ .I 

tThe estimates in (6) can be easily obtained without19 1 Fig. 5. BARC Noiseless Coder the need to actually code D(t) with 4BI1.1 81 -

TOTAL SIlT 
A&WWTITO OOt 9 

KLOCK ADAPTIVE PATECONTIOWD2AECJ ALGOISU.......N 
INPUT DATA r 

BLOCKT 
ACTIVITY 
IQESTITATOe I 

KLOCK ADJLSMNTS 

I aFI(,O) 

- ' (EQ. wtniu or iI6) 

CEO NUMM O 

F.g. 6. BARC Block Diagram 
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whcr L-I dlenote%epoctation,I his nmitdh that A' 
raducluia in liiieua q inuti,ala, by one bit call be ex-
p, td iaIsdotn.t I he bit. aireda, lot tding by ap,-
paiuAna.iti ont bit/dnple. 'I he total bits needed to 
code D .ll be reduced by a - N bits by applying

airAl
[ a -N] (jf) 

block reduLtIonb inquanlzalaoa . 

A lii ger o,(t,) indicates A higher data activity for 
the block, which also means the typical sample-to-
sample transitions are larger. Clearly, a reduction 
in lint ir tu aitiuat n I%iSS%% ul.alhagig 1 IIblock% 
mha a ,t I,rgt trdaititic~is than to blocks which 
I..... Al transition%. I hI,suggest,.i SlIMlI, algo-
rith lo cit termining the location of the It block re
ductins an quantization. The algorithm Appears in
dPig 

INITIALIZATION 
tOALLt1i I 

UPE.AT 
ETIMES 

FINDk1,5" THAT 
OVk).lO(tl) 


Sk
I ""-


Fig. 7. Quantization Locator 

Except for some subtleties the basic BARC defini

tion is complete. Returning to Fig. 6, input se-
quence 15 rs stored while the tI values are determined 
for each data block 5l(0). Once this is accomplished. 
quantization adjustmcnt followed by noiseless coding 
of the resulting D It) isinitiated. 

Adjustments for chng, in t. 'he first A for 
1,(t, IS tht rculT ot taking he dlffrence between 
the first data Sample in 5i(ti) and a "reference" sam-
plL gencrated from the last sample of the previous 
block D,_l(t1.). If t, < tt. 1 the expected fidelity of 
this reference sample needs to be upgraded to a level 
of quality corresponding to t. This can be accom-
modated by sending an additional ti-I - t bits at the 
beginning of A block. We will denote these bits by 

a 


LSB i (11) 


riatA, satiiltAdditionally. the ited lor An referent. 
can be paiovicd b Ir.ntsitting Iht fiat ampl . 

1 as xi- I in h, t l(0) htpar.ately (ittila lig" 3). 
note this by 

of0
1,(0 <REF first sample 

Formai. Noting Also that the I values nla:d toihI 

transmatted (Standard binary form) the data format 
can be defined as shown below in Fig. 8. 

[ [i)]
 

Fj#I I 122L1 i J 

Fig. 8. Data Format 

Minor adjustments. Belcause of Some blight iac

curacies in the al(t,) cstimates the actual bits re
quired to code D may not match up precisely with the 
allowed N bits. In some applications this is of no 
consequence. whereas inothers it may be a strict rt
qulromenL. For the latter case there arte several A-

ternatives which may be applied separately or in 
combination. 

a) If the number of bits required to cut ]) e\ 

coeds N . then coding terminates % hen the bits ustd 
equals N (e.g.. a few picture elements are lost at the 
end of a TV line). 

b) buffering: If the bats required ece~ed N li 
bats, adjust the number of batb allowed in the next D 
sequence to N' = N - X. 

e) epsilon. The potential for exceeding N bits can 

be reduced by modifying the numerator in (10) to 
a - N + c. The choice of , can be picked to also 
include the effect of overhead bits needed for RE'. 
LSBJ and t. 

d) Continually update the tI as D is coded. 

If the number of bits required to code D is less 
than N. dummy bits are added. 

Other observations. In most image applications t 
values of two or less are completely adequate to en
sure selected code rates down to 3 bitsi/samile (JLIa 
entropies up to about 5 bitb/sampli). Requremqeia 
for larger values of t may be accomplished by a front 
end "line-split" which truncates off the least sigafif
cant bits of all samples of 1. The decision to per
form the splat(s) is made only if the calculated num
ber of quantization reductions. n inEq. 10, is large. 
Each line-split is basically equivalent to increasing 
each t, by one. The bne-split approach can also be 
used to more easily extend the efficient performlancL 
range of 4'BI-I to higher entropies when operating an 
a floating rate noiseless coding mode (all ti
 
0). 81-'101
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Will' 1111-light vA'h 13n*,t BAR, algorthn,
detribed hoer is generally dpplecdbl to most real 
ont-dZn1iNsonal correlated data sources for which the 
fidelity rccluirtments arc very high. The universaliisci s cuding hchnlques used by BARG but Iab-
or.etvd on clscwherlg8.119t have a mu,h broader
applicabiity. 

rhe effLct of bit errors will propagate so that
BARC suffcrs from the familiar error sensitivity

problem of compressed data. Other than remedial 

operations such as the occasional- insertion of sync
words. BARC shourd be uscd It an environment 

%hcre urror events Are rare. Ior deep space corn-

municatlo,, th, clas ,ic problem was solved by the

channelcvn~dtvndtvddescribedReud-Solomon/convolutional-ViterbIearlier (Fig. 1). 


The concatenated channel and an 800 Kbit/sec
CMOS version of BARC have been implemented for the
GC.lic orbiter mission of Jupiter. 
BARG Itill be appbLd to 8 bit/sample imaging data and 
operatcd at a lxed 3.24 bitblsample. This versioncmployb A single line-split to extend the efficient 
noiselkss coding range to entropy values from 0.7 to
6 bita/s.,nl. 

The concatenated Reed-Solomon/convolutionl-
Viterbi channel will also he incorporatdl on the Inter-
national Solar Polar Project. Both BARC and RM4 are
currently being studied for application to Solar Polar
Imaging devices (Coronograph and X-ray). 

In carth based applications both algorithms are
being investigated for compression of NOAA weather
b,itclite data. 
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